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INIRODUC110N 
With a Jew exceptions, subcontracting agreements are not covered as such by 
any specific rules and therefore  come under the general law of contract. 
Depending on the particular case and the Member States' legal systems,  it 
comes within the category of  finns' sales, supplies or works contracts. 
The expansion of  cross-border subcontracting, which is being boosted by the 
completion of the single market, means that both sides concerned must be 
familiar with the legal  framework in which they are operating. 
To help them better to understand and determine their rights, liabilities and 
obligations  and thus  contribute  to  strengthening  their  mutual relations, 
Directorate-General  XXIII has decided to publish a  "Practical Guide" to the 
essential/ega/ aspects of  industrial subcontracting. 
The  guide  comprises  two  volumes:  Part One,  published  in  1989-90, 
endeavours to list the essential information which should be included in a 
standard industrial sub-contract, whatever the parties' nationality or place 
of  establishment. 
Part Two,  which is the subject of this publication,  contains a  comparative 
study of  the various legal systems under which subcontracting takes place in 
the Community.  It must be stressed, however, that this survey gives only a 
general  view of the  legal environment in  each Member State.  Given  the 
diversity of, and the constant changes to, national legal systems, it cannot be 
guaranteed that the description of  the situation in each Member State is up to 
date, nor does the document obviate the need to consult specialists. 
The Commission would like to thank all those who have helped to bring this 
guide to  fruition. 
I 
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BELGIUM 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Belgium, subcontracting agreements do not form a recognized category 
of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed by the 
general principles of the Civil Code and by those applicable to the category 
of contract into which they fall:  sales contracts, or contracts for the supply 
of goods and services (see 3. below). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Belgium which have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
In the private sector, however, there are standard contracts which have been 
drawn up by trade associations (e.g. in the metal industry) but they are not 
common outside the industries concerned. 
1.3. Given the requirements of economic activity and the relationship between 
the contractor and the subcontractor, the tendency is for  subcontracts to be 
concluded without real negotiations taking place between the parties. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE TilE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITI'EN AGREEMENT WITH TilE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide  explains  clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a) very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party;  or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the provisions of the Civil 
Code. 
2.2. In  practice,  it  very  often  happens  that the  contract is  drawn  up  to  the 
contractor's  requirements  and  contains  his  general  terms,  which  the 
subcontractor accepts, sometimes expressly or sometimes merely tacitly (by 
performance). 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Belgian law of a subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of the contractor. - 5-
Almost  all  of  the  rules  governing  the  various  types  of  contract  are 
presumptive in the sense that parties are free to contract out of them;  they 
do not by themselves stand in the way of terms which depart from them, 
even if  those terms are a great deal more favourable to one party than those 
implied by law. 
2.4. Moreover,  Belgian  law  as  it  stands  does  not  have  any  body  of rules 
applicable to the general  conditions of contract and intended to prevent 
contracts  being  drawn  up  that  constitute  an  excessive  and  unjustified 
exploitation of one side's negotiating strength. 
The rulings  of the  Belgian  courts go some way towards  rectifying these 
legislative  shortcomings  in  that  they  subject  the  general  conditions  of 
contract to a minimum degree of control.  In this connection, the courts are 
fairly stringent in applying the requirement of proving that a party accepted 
the other party's general conditions in full awareness of  the consequences of 
doing so. 
This does not alter the fact that a foreign subcontractor is, in any event, well 
advised to exercise particular caution over general conditions proposed by 
the other party. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be noted, however, that Belgium has ratified the Hague Convention 
of 1964 relating to  a  uniform  law on the formation  of contracts for the 
international sale of goods but has yet to ratify the Vienna Convention of 
1980.  Where  the  appropriate  conditions  are  met,  therefore,  the  rules 
governing  a  subcontract  should  be  sought  primarily  in  the  Hague 
Convention although it applies only to trade between the small number of 
countries which have ratified it. 
3.2. On the other hand, if Belgian law governs the contract, classification of the 
particular contract in the relevant category must be carried out, and this will 
determine the rules that will be applicable. 
In fact,  under Belgian law, a particular contract may be classified as a sales 
contract or as a contract for the supply of goods and services (see 1. above). 
In  practice,  classification  in  one  or  other  of  these  categories  entails 
significant differences in the rules applicable (e.g. as regards transfer of  title, 
risks, defects and the like). -6-
Moreover,  in Belgian  law the distinction  between sale and supply is  not 
clear-cut  and  definite  but  is  based  on  criteria  which  are  relative  and 
uncertain in their application to particular cases.  An example of this is the 
criterion  whereby  classification  of  a  contract  is  determined  by  the 
component which has greater economic value;  if the materials supplied are 
of greater value than the labour involved in manufacturing the product, the 
relationship is one of  sale and, in the opposite case, one of  supply. 
These uncertainties as to legal classification and hence as to the presumptive 
rules applicable are a  further reason why a  foreign subcontractor should 
make every endeavour to negotiate a specific contract to govern his relations 
with the contractor. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The  Belgian  standards  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide,  paragraph 2.8)  most 
commonly referred to in subcontracts are available from the following bodies: 
•  for industrial products in general: 
Institut Belge de Normalisation, 
29 Avenue Braban~onne, 
1040 Brussels- Tel:  + 32-2-7349205 
•  For electrical equipment: 
Comite Electrotechnique Beige, 
3 Galerie Ravenstein (Bte 11), 
1000 Brussels- Tel: + 32-2-5120028 
(It has also published a list of  standards) 
•  For electrical installations: 
Comite  d'Etudes  Techniques  de  la  Production  et  de  la  Distribution 
d'Electricite en Belgique, 
3 Galerie Ravenstein (Bte 11), 
1000 Brussels- Tel:  + 32-2-5120028 
(It publishes general regulations on electrical installations) 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILITY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which  a  contractor may 
include in the general  terms he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One ofthe Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that, in Belgian law, the only limit to the 
validity  of such  clauses  is  the  prohibition  on  excluding  liability  for  deceit 
(dolus). - 7-
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  TilE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Belgian law does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses restricting the 
rights of the  subcontractor with  regard  to  confidentiality,  use of know-how, 
dealings  with  third  parties,  etc.,  over  and  above  those  set  out  in  the  EC 
Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One ofthe Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
under Belgian law where goods are sold against deferred payment:  the buyer 
acquires  title  only when  the  full  price  has  been  paid.  Nevertheless,  in the 
absence  of  specific  legal  provisions,  the  clause  retaining  title  applies  only 
between the parties to the contract, but not to any third party. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (see paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Belgian law where one party to a 
contract for consideration fails to perform his obligations is that the other party 
may  at  his  discretion:  (a) require  specific  performance  of the  contract;  or 
(b) seek to have the contract terminated through the courts;  and, in any event, 
(c) claim compensation for the loss suffered. 
In addition to these general remedies, Belgian law applies special rules to certain 
kinds of contracts;  for example,  latent defects in the case of sale,  which, on 
notice being given in good time, entitle the injured party to claim a reduction in 
price or to terminate the contract and, in any event, to claim compensation for 
the loss suffered. 
In Belgian  law,  compensation for  loss suffered, which is  always  available for 
breach of contract, covers both consequential loss and loss of profits, provided 
that they are the direct and immediate consequence of the breach and were 
foreseeable (see Article 1160 of  the Civil Code). 
9.  INTEREST 
Except where otherwise stipulated, interest is payable at the statutory rate (see 
Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8- 8% per year in 1990) in the event of late 
payment of the price. - 8-
10.  PRODUCT LIABIUTY 
The Community Directive of 1985 (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.5.5 
et seq.) has not yet been implemented in Belgium (1990). 
In the mean time, the remedies available are those developed by the Belgian 
courts  in  order to  provide  the  consumer with  means  of direct  action  and 
protection  - already  fairly  effective  - against  producers  marketing  defective 
products. -9-
DENMARK 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Denmark, subcontracting agreements do not form a recognized category 
of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed by the 
ordinary law of contract, and particularly the rules on sales contracts, with 
which they are usually classed (see 3. below). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Denmark which have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
It  is  not  unusual,  however,  for  firms  to  make  use  of standard  model 
contracts  recommended  by  trade  associations.  The  most  commonly 
encountered  are  those  drawn  up  by  STANMEK,  the  Scandinavian 
metalworking industries liaison committee, which include NL 85  (general 
terms of sale for  plant and equipment for the  mechanical  and electrical 
engineering industries),  NLS 82 (general terms of sale for standard parts), 
and NLG 81 (general terms of  sale for foundry products). 
1.3. Large  contractors  also  frequently  prepare  standard  subcontracting 
agreements  and  tend  to  impose  these  general  terms  on  their  own 
subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE TilE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITfEN AGREEMENT WITH TilE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of law. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is  common in practice for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. - 10-
It is worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party hal-ing referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other; in  such cases,  the courts will  tend to accept neither set of 
general terms and simply to apply the rules supplied by the law. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Danish law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Since the 1975 reform, however, the Danish Law on Contracts has contained 
a provision allowing review of the general terms of a contract to ensure that 
they do not represent excessive and unjustified exploitation of one side's 
negotiating  strength.  Under  Article 36,  a  contract  may  be  set  aside  if 
performance would be unreasonable or contrary to honest practice. 
When this new general clause was introduced, it was expressly stated that, in 
applying it,  special account would have to be taken of the need to protect 
weak contracting parties and that it was to apply to all  types of contract, 
including commercial contracts. 
The courts, however, up to and including the Supreme Court, have been 
reluctant to apply Article 36 outside the sphere of sales to consumers.  The 
Supreme Court did apply Article 36 to commercial contracts in four cases in 
1987 and 1988, but it is  too early to say with certainty whether this will 
become the settled approach to the problem. 
Thus, while a  weak party's prospects of protection against general terms 
imposed by the other party are probably very much better in Denmark than 
in several other Community Member States, a foreign subcontractor will do 
well to be extremely cautious here in Denmark as elsewhere. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be pointed out first of all  that, while Denmark did not ratify the 
Hague Convention  of  1964,  it  has  ratified  the  Vienna  Convention  on 
contracts for the international  sale of goods of 1980; this took effect on 
1 March 1990,  subject  to  certain  restrictions  (excluding  Part II  of  the 
Convention,  and  inter-Scandinavian  sales).  Where  the  appropriate 
conditions are met, therefore, the rules governing a subcontract should be 
sought primarily in the Convention. • 11 • 
3.2. On the other hand, if,  in a particular case, it is Danish law which applies, a 
subcontract will be considered to be a sales contract and, in the absence of 
any express or tacit terms to the contrary which have been agreed by the 
parties, it will be governed by the Danish Sale of Goods Law. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The standards (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.8) which are most often 
referred to in  subcontracts  in  Denmark are  those  drawn up by the Danish 
Standards  Board  (Dansk  Standardiseringsrad),  the  Danish  Electrotechnical 
Committee  (Dansk  Elektroteknisk  Komite),  and  the  Danish  Association  of 
Engineers (Dansk Ingeni~rforening). 
In specific  fields,  of course,  certain minimum standards may have  been laid 
down by national or Community law, either directly or by means of a reference 
to standards drawn up by competent bodies:  this is the case, for example, with 
electricity, building and flammable liquids. 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILITY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general  terms  he imposes are those  excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
There is no specific law in Denmark governing the validity of clauses excluding 
or limiting liability. 
Article 36 of the Law on Contracts, (see paragraph 2.4 above), does represent a 
restriction of a general nature. 
But significant restrictions have been introduced mainly by the courts.  In Danish 
case law,  clauses which exclude or limit liability are considered invalid where 
there is bad faith or serious fault.  The courts also tend to interpret exclusion 
clauses strictly and to look for a very high standard of proof that both parties did 
indeed intend to exclude or limit liability (taking account of  whether the scope of 
the specific clause is far-reaching or unusual). 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Danish  legislation  does  not  impose  any  limits  on  the  validity  of clauses 
restricting the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use 
of know-how, dealings with third parties, etc., over and above those set out by 
the EC  Commission's 1978 Notice (sec Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 
et seq.). . 12. 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITIE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in  Danish  law where  goods  are  sold  against  deferred  payment:  the  buyer 
acquires title only when the full price has been paid. 
Retention of title may be invoked against the buyer's creditors, e.g. in the event 
of a  buyer's  insolvency,  and  against  third  parties  to  whom  the  buyer  has 
improperly sold the goods in which title is retained. 
The rules governing retention of title are to be found in case law as well as in 
legislation. 
Taking both  sources together,  we  can  say that  retention  of title  is  valid  in 
Denmark on the following conditions: 
(a)  the relevant agreement must be clear and explicit; 
(b) the agreement must have been concluded no later than the delivery of the 
goods; 
(c)  retention of title must serve as a guarantee of the payment of the price only 
of the  goods  to  which  it  applies  (and  not,  for  example,  of  earlier 
deliveries); 
(d)  retention of  title must relate to goods specifically identified. 
This last requirement is  the one of greatest interest to subcontractors: if the 
goods supplied have been mixed with other fungible goods in the contractor's 
stocks with the result that it is no longer possible to identify them, the retention 
of  title loses its effect. 
There are two more rules governing the  applicability of retention of title  in 
subcontracting.  Firstly,  retention of title  has no effect where the goods sold 
(semi-finished goods, for example) have been worked or processed in such a 
way that the increase in value due to processing cannot be separated from the 
goods themselves.  Secondly, retention of title has no effect if the goods sold 
have been joined with other goods or incorporated into other goods in such a 
way that separation would cause damage or expense out of proportion to the 
value of the goods themselves. 
It can be concluded that,  in Danish law,  retention of title will  be of practical 
importance as a concrete guarantee to a subcontractor only while the goods are 
still stored unprocessed in the contractor's stocks. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of  the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (see paragraph 2.10). - 13-
The general rule in Danish law where a party to a contract fails to perform his 
obligations is that, unless it has been agreed otherwise, the other party may at his 
discretion: (a) require specific performance of the contract; or (b) if there is a 
fundamental breach of contract, rescind the contract; and, in any event, (c) claim 
compensation for the loss suffered. 
There are more specific rules laid down in the Danish Sale of Goods Law. 
In the event of delay in delivery, the rule holds that the contractor has the choice 
between requiring specific performance or rescinding the contract and is, in any 
event, entitled to compensation for any loss caused by the delay, including lost 
production, lost profits and other indirect losses.  In this last respect, the extent 
of a seller's liability and hence of a subcontractor's liability will depend on the 
type  of goods  sold:  if the goods  are  specific  goods,  the  seller will  have to 
compensate for any loss due to delay unless he can show that the delay was due 
to no fault on his part (a test of fault with reversal of burden of proof); if the 
goods are generic goods, the seller will still have to compensate for loss, unless 
the delay was due to force majeure. 
In the event of a defect in the product supplied, the contractor can always secure 
a reduction in price (or, if the goods are generic goods, have them replaced).  If 
the defect constitutes a fundamental breach of contract, he may also choose to 
rescind the contract.  In addition, he may always require compensation for the 
loss  including  loss  of production,  loss  of profits  or  other  "indirect''  losses: 
regardless of fault, and unless the breach was the result of force majeure, if the 
goods are generic goods; only by showing that the seller was at fault or had 
given him an express or implied warranty, if the goods are specific goods. 
It is worth noting that in no case does the Danish Sale of Goods Law entitle the 
buyer to require that the goods be repaired in order to remove the defect. 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, Danish law lays down that, 
unless  the  parties  agree  otherwise,  interest  will  be  payable  (see  Part One, 
paragraph 6.8)  at the official  discount rate  plus  5%  (giving an annual rate of 
14.5% as at 9 January 1991). 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILTIY 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part One,  paragraphs 8.5.5. 
et seq.)  was  implemented  in  Denmark  by  Law  No 371/1989,  which 
entered into force on 10 June 1989 and which transposes the Directive 
fully into Danish law.  Denmark has not exercised its option to apply any 
of the derogations provided for (Articles 15 and 16): thus, no exception 
is made to the rule that the producer is not liable if he proves that the 
state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put the 
product into circulation was not such as to enable the existence of the 
defect to be discovered ("development risk"); and no ceilings are set on 
the producer's total liability. - 14-
As  regards  the  posttion  of subcontractors  in  particular,  Danish  law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion 
of liability in the case of a manufacturer or supplier of a component or 
raw material if the defect is  attributable entirely to the design of the 
product into which it was incorporated or to the instructions given by 
the manufacturer who used it (Article 7(f) of the Directive). 
10.2.  Where a subcontractor finds that he is jointly and severally liable, along 
with the final producer, for damage caused to a third party by a defective 
product,  the  further  problem  arises  as  to  how  the  burden  of the 
compensation owed to the third party is to be apportioned between the 
parties jointly and severally liable (see Part One, paragraphs 8.3, 8.8 and 
8.9).  Under  the  Directive  (Article 5),  the  rights  of contribution  or 
recourse continue to be governed by national law:  in Danish law, the 
courts will make an apportionment between those jointly and severally 
liable,  taking  account  of the  cause  of the  defect,  the  possibility  of 
checking and testing the product which was open to each of them, any 
insurance against civil  liability held, and other circumstances.  In any 
event, the courts will generally accept contractual clauses between the 
parties which lay the burden of compensating an injured third party on 
one of them. . 15. 
FRANCE 
1.  LEGALFRAMEWORK 
1.1. In France, industrial subcontracting agreements do not form a  recognized 
category of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed 
by the general principles of the Civil Code and by those applicable to the 
category of contract into which they fall:  sales contract, or contract for the 
supply of goods and services. 
It  should  be  noted  that  Law No 1334  of  31 December 1975  refers  to 
"subcontracting" but understands  by this  something completely different, 
namely the situation where, under contracts for services in connection with 
public works,  the contractor allocates  to other parties all  or part of the 
execution of the work). 
1.2. There are  no standard subcontracting agreements  in  France which  have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies, except for public works 
contracts. 
However, there are standard contracts which have been drawn up by trade 
associations. 
1.3. Large  contractors frequently prepare standard subcontracting agreements 
and tend to impose these general terms on their own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS  WHERE TilE  SUBCONTRACTOR  DOES  NOT NEGOTIATE 
ON A SPECIFIC WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITII TilE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide  explains  clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this is not done, the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party;  or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the provisions of ordinary 
law. . 16. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is common practice in France for large contractors to 
seek,  often  successfully,  to  impose  their  own  general  terms  on 
subcontractors. 
It is worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to its own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other;  in such cases, the court will  probably accept neither set of 
terms and simply apply the rules laid down in the Civil Code. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in French law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost  all  of the  rules  governing  the  various  types  of  contract  are 
presumptive in the sense that parties are free to contract out of them;  they 
do not by themselves stand in the way of terms which depart from them, 
even if those terms are a great deal more favourable to one party than those 
implied by law. 
2.4. Moreover, French law as it stands does not provide for any control as to 
substance of the general terms of contract, either in the form of a  prior 
examination or of  scrutiny by the courts, intended to prevent contracts being 
drawn up that constitute an  excessive  and unjustified exploitation of one 
side's  negotiating  strength  in  the  case  of contracts  concluded  between 
enterprises.  The Law of 10  January 1978 and the Law of 5 January 1988 do 
indeed prescribe an in-depth examination of "abusive clauses", but only in 
the case of contracts between enterprises, on the one hand, and consumers 
or parties other than enterprises, on the other.  In general, Article 1134 of 
the Civil Code remains applicable. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the provisions of ordinary law apply. 
It  should  though  be  noted  that,  while  France  has  not  ratified  the 
1964 Hague Convention, it has ratified the Vienna Convention on contracts 
for the international sale of goods.  Where the appropriate conditions are 
met, therefore, the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily 
in the latter Convention. 
3.2. On the other hand, if French law governs the contract, the not insignificant 
drawback of the lack of special rules adapted to the particular features of 
subcontracts, especially as regards the need for protection of the weaker 
party, is compounded by the difficulties in deciding on the category to which 
a  particular  subcontract  belongs  and  hence  on  the  rules  that  will  be 
applicable.  In  fact,  the  distinction  between  the  categories  of contract 
referred to above- sales contracts and contracts for the supply of goods and 
services  (see  1.  above)  - remains  somewhat  uncertain  in  French  law, 
although court rulings have gone a long way towards clarifying matters. - 17-
In  practical  terms,  the  uncertainty  in  particular  cases  as  to  whether  a 
subcontract should be classified  as  a  sales contract or a  contract for the 
supply of goods and services is  of considerable importance.  In fact,  the 
differences  between  the  rules  applicable  to  sales  contracts  and  those 
applicable  to  contracts  for  the  supply  of  goods  and  services  are 
considerable, particularly with regard to liability.  For example, where latent 
defects are concerned, the rules governing sales contracts are more stringent 
than those governing contracts for the supply of services.  Restrictions on 
liability are permitted in the latter case but not in the case of sales contracts, 
except where concluded between enterprises (reducing the importance of 
this rule in relation to subcontracts). 
On the  other hand,  as  has been  indicated,  the distinction  between sales 
contracts and contracts for the supply of goods and services, albeit of great 
practical significance, is not clear-cut and definite in French law.  As regards 
contracts  concerning  movable  property,  the  specialist literature  and the 
case law apply two criteria: an "economic" criterion relating to the value of 
the materials and of the work carried out,  and a criterion of "design", which 
takes as the key determinant in classifying an agreement as a contract for the 
supply of goods and services the fact that the product is  supplied by the 
subcontractor on the basis of technical  specifications, plans and purposes 
indicated by the contractor. 
In  practice,  application  of  the  above-mentioned  criteria  to  industrial 
subcontracts  will  almost  invariably  result  in  their  being  classified  as 
contracts  for  the  supply  of goods  and  services  (except  in  the  case  of 
catalogue sales or where the product has  actually been designed by the 
subcontractor).  However, the relative uncertainty that may exist in this area 
and that may,  therefore,  attach  to the  legal  rules  applicable  is  a  further 
reason  why  a  foreign  subcontractor  should  make  every  endeavour  to 
negotiate a specific contract to govern his relations with the contractor. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The  French  standards  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide,  paragraph 2.8)  most 
commonly referred to in subcontracts are the AFNOR standards.  However, it is 
not unusual for reference to be made to the better-known foreign (DIN, BSI) or 
Community standards. 
Information on the French standards  in  question  can be obtained  from  the 
AFNOR,  Tour Europe,  Cedex 7,  92080 Paris-La Defense, 
Telephone (1) 42.91.55.55, Telex AFNOR 611974F, Fax (1) 42.91.56.56. . 18. 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILI1Y 
Before the  validity of clauses excluding or limiting  liability are  examined,  it 
should be briefly pointed out that, according to case law, manufacturers selling 
their products are liable vis-a-vis the buyer and may not introduce any exclusion 
or limitation of  their liability.  In fact, they are deemed to be aware of the defects 
in products they have manufactured and sold.  This constitutes strict liability, a 
standard  which  is  now  generally  applicable  in  Europe  pursuant  to  the 
Community Directive of 25 July 1985 (see 10. below). 
There is no doubt that among the most serious of  the "oppressive" clauses which 
a contractor may include in the general terms he imposes are those excluding or 
limiting his liability (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.12).  Nevertheless, 
as has been explained above, in French law clauses limiting liability in contracts 
for sale are valid only if the contract is concluded between enterprises (although 
liability for deceit (dolus) or serious fault cannot be excluded).  On the other 
hand, such clauses remain valid, irrespective of who the contracting parties are, 
when they are incorporated in contracts for the supply of goods and services.  It 
is very common practice in France for such clauses to be inserted in contracts 
for the supply of goods and services where the supplier's liability is  usually 
confined to the replacement of products not conforming to the contract. 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
French law does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses restricting the 
rights  of the  subcontractor with  regard to  confidentiality,  use  of know-how, 
dealings  with  third  parties,  etc.,  over  and  above  those  set  out in  the  EC 
Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title in goods sold (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) 
are admissible under French law;  the buyer acquires title only when the full 
price has been paid.  Nevertheless,  this is  of relative  practical  importance in 
relation to subcontracting, as we shall now see. 
Clauses retaining title are governed by the Law of 25 January 1985 (Articles 121 
and 122). . 19. 
The validity of  such clauses depends on four conditions being met: 
(a)  the agreement in question must be a sales contract (with the result that the 
clause is not applicable to contracts for the supply of goods and services); 
(b) the clause must be in writing; 
(c)  the clause must have been accepted, even tacitly, by the other party; 
(d) the clause must have been accepted not later than the time of delivery. 
The courts have ruled that,  in order to be valid,  such clauses must be clear, 
readily legible and such as to attract the attention of the other party.  They have 
further ruled that, even though such a  clause cannot be deemed to have been 
accepted tacitly where the  buyer has  not waived his own general conditions 
which do not contain such a clause, the general conditions of the seller override 
those of the buyer where the latter has confirmed an order containing a clause 
retaining title. 
With regard to the effects of the clause, it should be borne in mind first of all 
that, where there is a clause retaining title under French law, the risk is borne by 
the seller until the price has been paid in full and title transferred.  It is therefore 
advisable for a subcontractor to include a clause to the effect that the risk passes 
to the buyer on delivery (or an obligation on the buyer to take out appropriate 
insurance). 
It should also be pointed out that, under the 1985 Law,  a clause retaining title 
has effect in the event of bankruptcy or winding-up proceedings being instituted 
against the  buyer.  Nevertheless,  it  is  a  necessary condition that the goods 
should physically form part of the buyer's assets on the date when proceedings 
are instituted.  Until  now, the courts have interpreted this condition in a fairly 
strict manner, requiring that the goods should be identifiable (e.g. by a mark or 
identification number), should be in the state in which they were at the time of 
sale (i.e. they should not have been worked, processed, etc.) and should not 
have  been  incorporated  into  other  goods  (i.e.  they  should  be  separable). 
Finally,  a  claim to the goods must be submitted within  a  short time  (within 
three months of  the proceedings being instituted). 
As regards third parties acquiring goods, the effect of the clause retaining title is 
that they are required not to return the goods, but merely to pay the balance of 
the price.  However, that holds only if the goods have not yet been processed or 
incorporated into other goods, and any rights against a third party must fail if he 
has already paid the price and is acting in good faith. 
In practice, a notable advantage conferred by a clause retaining title is  that, in 
bankruptcy or winding-up  proceedings,  a  trustee who  continues  to run the 
business on a temporary basis may not use goods which physically form part of 
the assets and which are covered by the clause unless he guarantees payment of 
the price in full. 
For further, very useful information, foreign subcontractors should consult the 
Guide pour l'utilisation  des  clauses  de  reserve de  propriete,  ("Guide to the 
application  of clauses  retaining  title")  published  in  February  1987  by  the 
Commission technique de Ia Sous-traitance of  the Ministry for Industry. - 20-
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (see paragraph 2.10).  Under French law, if goods supplied do not conform 
to the contract, the buyer may, depending on the circumstances of the case, be 
entitled to have the defective product replaced or repaired, the price reduced or 
the contract simply terminated, and in any event he is entitled to compensation 
for the loss suffered. 
9.  INTEREST 
Except where otherwise stipulated, interest is payable at the statutory rate in the 
event of late payment of the price (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8).  It 
is  calculated  in  accordance  with  the  criterion  laid  down  in  the  Law  of 
23 June 1989 (linkage to fixed-rate treasury bonds) and determined each year 
by decree (for 1990, 9.36%).  The interest is increased by five points if not paid 
within two months of an enforceable decision of  the courts. 
However, the current inconsistencies in court judgments mean that, on the basis 
of commercial practice and tacit acceptance by the other party, subcontractors 
cannot rely on obtaining  interest at more than the  statutory rate  (e.g.  bank 
interest). 
On the other hand, a  creditor can always  obtain, in addition to interest at the 
statutory rate, compensation for additional damage caused by the debtor's bad 
faith (such compensation may, for example, make up for the difference between 
interest at the statutory rate and bank interest). 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILI1Y 
The Community Directive of 1985 (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.5.5 
et seq.) has not yet been implemented in France. 
In the mean time,  the remedies available are those developed by the French 
courts  in  order to  provide  the  consumer with  means  of direct action  and 
effective  protection (based on a  form of objective liability)  against producers 
marketing defective products. . 21. 
GERMANY 
1.  LEGALFRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Germany, subcontracting agreements do not form a recognized category 
of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed by the 
ordinary law of contract and by the rules on the category to which they 
belong  (see 3.  below):  sales  contract  ("Kaufvertrag")  or contract  for  the 
supply of goods and services ('Werkvertrag" or 'Werklieferungsvertrag''). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Germany which have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
Standard  subcontracting  agreements  have  been  drawn  up  by  trade 
associations,  a  particularly  important  example  being  the  general  terms 
applied by the "Verband der Deutschen Automobilindustrie" (The Union of 
German Car Manufacturers) and known as the ''VDA-Bedingungen". 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITIEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the rules of the German Civil 
Code (BGB) and the German Commercial Code (HGB). 
2.2. As  already  indicated,  it  is  common  in  practice  in  Germany  for  large 
contractors to seek, often successfully, to impose their own general terms on 
subcontractors. 
It is  worth  noting that the subcontractor may also  have  his  own general 
terms, which naturally differ from those of the contractor.  In that case, an 
attempt should be made to avoid an unclear situation in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own.  In 
these  circumstances,  the  general  terms  of both  parties  are  disregarded 
where they are in conflict and the general rules of law then apply. - 22-
2.3. Let us now consider the position in German law of a subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a  great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Then there is the question as to the existence of controls on the validity of 
the general rules of contract intended to prevent contracts being drawn up 
that  constitute  an  excessive  and  unjustified  exploitation  of one  side's 
negotiating strength. 
The  1976 Law  (''AGB-Gesetz'')  governing the general terms of contract is 
essentially aimed  at regulating contracts agreed  between enterprises and 
consumers (Sections 10 and 11 of  this Law apply only to these contracts, for 
example, and contain respectively a list of clauses which are invalid unless 
considered  otherwise  by  the  courts,  and  a  list  of  clauses  which  are 
automatically invalid). 
Some of the Law's provisions are, however, applicable to contracts between 
enterprises, and in particular Section 9,  which contains a general clause to 
the effect that the general terms of a contract are null and void if, contrary to 
the principle of good faith, they place the other party at a disproportionate 
disadvantage. Disadvantage is  deemed disproportionate where a  clause is 
incompatible with the fundamental legal rules from which it has departed or 
if it places limits on fundamental rights or obligations resulting from the type 
of  contract that are such as to jeopardize performance of  the contract. 
Application of these rules by German courts guarantees the weaker party 
one of the highest levels of protection within the Community.  Nevertheless, 
the foreign subcontractor should always exercise particular caution over the 
contractor's general terms of  contract. 
Where  subcontracts  are  specifically  concerned,  it  should  be  noted  in 
particular that, under German law, a clause may not be deemed valid which 
allows the price to be revised in contracts that have to be performed within 
four months of being signed.  The same applies to clauses limiting liability 
or guarantees of  quality (see 5. below). 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It  should  be  pointed  out,  however,  that  Germany  has  ratified  the 
Hague Convention of 1964 on the international sale of goods and the Vienna 
Convention of 1980.  Where the appropriate conditions are met, therefore, 
the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily in the relevant 
Convention. . 23. 
3.2. On the other hand, if,  in a particular case, it is  German law which applies, 
the particular law applicable depends on the classification of that contract 
(see 1. above). 
For a  sales contract ("Kaufvertrag''),  Sections 433 et seq. of the Civil  Code 
(BGB)  and  Sections 373  et seq.  of  the  Commercial Code (HGB)  apply. 
Where  a  contract  for  the  supply  of  goods  and  services  is  involved, 
Sections 631 et seq. BGB apply if it ranks as a 'Werkvertrag".  However, if it 
ranks as a  'Werklieferungsvertrag" (where the subcontractor uses his own 
materials),  Section 651 BGB  applies.  Determination  of  the  type  of 
subcontract in question is though of little practical importance in German 
law.  In most cases, a contract ranks as a 'Werklieferungsvertrag" concerning 
fungible items, and this type of contract is governed exclusively by the rules 
on sales contracts (pursuant to Section 651 BGB).  Some uncertainty may 
exist in the  (rare)  cases where the contract involves  non-fungible items; 
here, pursuant to Section 651 BGB, some of the rules on sales contracts and 
some of the rules on contracts for the supply of services ('Werkvertrag") will 
apply. 
This  uncertainty,  should  the  necessary  circumstances  exist,  is  a  further 
reason why foreign subcontractors should make every effort to negotiate 
specific agreements covering the relationships between the partners to the 
subcontract. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
4.1. The  most  commonly employed  German  standards  (see  Part One of the 
Guide,  paragraph 2.8)  are the  DIN  standards  drawn up  by the  German 
Standards Institute (Deutsches Institut fiir Normung).  The German language 
version  of  these  standards  can  be  obtained  inter  alia  from 
Beuth Vertrieb GmbH (Burggrafenstr. 6, 1000 Berlin 30, tel.:  + 49-30..26011). 
4.2. It should also  be noted that an  enterprise wishing to enter the German 
market nowadays as a subcontractor has increasingly to undergo a check by 
the contractor concerning its ability to supply high-quality goods. 
Neutral  bodies  exist which  can 
concerning  the  existence  and 
systems,  e.g.  the  "Deutsche 
Qualitatssicherungssystemen" 
Tel.:  + 49-69-75701). 
supply  interested  firms  with  attestations 
effectiveness  of  their  quality-assurance 
Gesellschaft  zur  Zertifizierung  von 
(Kurhessenstr.95,  6000 Frankfurt a.M., 
The  Union  of  German  Car  Manufacturers  (''Verband  der  Deutschen 
Automobilindustrie")  has  drawn  up  its  own  directives  for  guaranteeing 
quality,  and these can  be obtained from  the  Union  at the address given 
below (Westendstr.61, 6000 Frankfurt a.M., Tel.:  +49-69-75701). - 24-
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABIUTY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Under German law, clauses excluding or limiting the liability of the debtor (or 
legal representative in the case of companies) for deceit (dolus) or serious fault 
are  definitely  null  and  void.  "Where  contracts  between  enterprises  are 
concerned, it is still a matter of  contention as to whether the clause is valid in the 
case of deceit or serious fault on the part of third parties used by the debtor in 
the  performance  of the  contract  (''Erfullungsgehilfen");  this  is  not so with 
persons employed directly, where the clause has been deemed to be null and 
void.  The above-mentioned clauses limiting liability are also considered invalid 
when they relate to obligations the non-performance of which would result in a 
risk to a person's life or well-being. 
Similarly, the total exclusion of liability for quality guarantees in respect of the 
product covered by the contract is unlawful and invalid. 
"Where  similar  limitations  of liability  regarding  quality are  contained  in  the 
general terms of contract, their validity is  accepted by German courts only in 
very tightly drawn circumstances. 
However, clauses giving a  contractor the exclusive right to seek the repair or 
replacement of the defective product (but without a right to any further claim for 
damages)  have  been  deemed  admissible  by  German  courts.  "Where  such 
recourse proves fruitless, the contractor may only exercise his right to have the 
contract rescinded or the price reduced. 
Furthermore, clauses which only allow the contractor to rescind a contract but 
not to seek a reduction in price are generally admissible, as are clauses which do 
not allow the contractor to claim damages but which give him the right to seek a 
price reduction or to rescind the contract (in so far as this is practical). 
Clauses are also permitted which (a)  simply exclude compensation for certain 
types of damage (e.g.  consequential damage, that is,  damage caused not to the 
object  of  the  contract  but  to  other  items  belonging  to  the  claimant,  or 
unforeseeable damage), or (b) set a ceiling on the amount of compensation to be 
paid. 
However,  clauses  are  deemed  invalid  which  do  not  allow  the  contractors 
sufficient time for notifying defects in the item or which impose too short a time 
bar on his rights. 
Clauses are  also  inadmissible  which  transfer  responsibility for  guaranteeing 
quality entirely to the subcontractor, thereby releasing the contractor from the 
need to carry out any quality controls on receipt of the goods or from the 
requirement to notify defects within a reasonable time. 
It is worthwhile noting that reasonably equitable solutions to this whole issue are 
contained  in  the  general  VDA  terms  ("VDA-Bedingungen")  applicable  in  the 
motor vehicle industry (see paragraph 1.2. above). - 25-
6.  CLAUSES  RESTRICTING  TIIE  RIGHTS  OF  TIIE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION LAW 
In addition  to  the  limits  set out in  the  EC  Commission's  1978  Notice  (see 
Part One  of the  Guide,  paragraphs  5.9  et seq.)  on  the  validity  of clauses 
restricting the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use 
of know-how,  dealings with third parties, etc.,  account should be taken of the 
limits imposed by German legislation concerning competition (Section 1 GWB). 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses  retaining  title  in  the  goods  sold  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraph 6.9) are admissible under German law: the buyer acquires title only 
when the full price has been paid. 
In the case of subcontracts, however, for the clause retaining title to be effective 
in practice, the subcontractor must extend the clause by adding new provisions. 
For example, if a part is  produced for fitting to,  or incorporation into, a  final 
product,  once  such  fitting  or incorporation  has  been  carried  out,  the  final 
producer becomes the owner under existing rules.  A conventional - and legally 
admissible- clause is therefore required so that the subcontractor is recognized 
as part-owner of the final product, such ownership being in proportion to the 
value of the goods supplied.  It frequently happens that, prior to processing or 
incorporation,  the  product which  is  the  object of the  subcontract  (and the 
corresponding title)  is sold on by the contractor to  a  third party.  To guard 
himself against such an eventuality, the subcontractor must take care to ensure 
that the  clause  retaining title  provides  for preventive transfer to him of any 
proceeds resulting from the sale of  the product. 
Another practical way of extending title  is  to secure not only the price of the 
goods covered by the clause retaining title but also all of the owner's claims on 
the other party. 
Retention of title can also be relied upon where the buyer goes bankrupt;  if the 
goods are still  in the buyer's hands, the supplier has the right to recover his 
property;  alternatively, he retains the right to any proceeds accruing from their 
sale. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  As  mentioned above, the general  rule in German law 
where a party to a contract fails to perform his obligations is that the other party 
may choose between (a) repair or replacement of  the item;  (b) a reduction in its 
price;  or (c) termination ofthe contract. . 26. 
Where defects in the quality of the product supplied are concerned, however, 
there is a specific onus on the contractor to examine goods upon delivery in so 
far as this is possible under normal commercial operating conditions and to give 
notification of the defect without delay. 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, German law lays down that, 
unless the parties agree otherwise, interest will be payable at the statutory rate 
(see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 6.8). 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILTIY 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part  One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5  et seq.)  entered  into  force  in  Germany  on 
1 January 1990  pursuant  to  the  Law  of  15 December 1989,  which 
reproduces the Directive in full.  Germany has not exercised its option 
to derogate from the rule that the producer is not liable if he proves that 
the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he put 
the product into circulation was not such as to enable the existence of 
the defect to be discovered ("development risk").  However, the option 
was taken up to set a  ceiling (DM 160 million)  on damages resulting 
from identical items with the same defect. 
As  regards the position  of subcontractors  in particular,  German law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of  "producer" (Section 4) and the 
exclusion of liability in  the case of a  manufacturer or supplier of a 
component or raw material if the defect is  attributable entirely to the 
design  of the  product  into  which  it  was  incorporated  or  to  the 
instructions given by the manufacturer who used it (Section 1.3, which 
corresponds to (Article 7 (f) of  the Directive). 
10.2.  Where a subcontractor finds that he is jointly and severally liable, along 
with the final producer, for damage caused to a third party by a defective 
product,  the  further  problem  arises  as  to  how  the  burden  of the 
compensation owed to the third party is to be apportioned between the 
parties  jointly  and  severally  liable  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.3, 8.8 and 8.9).  Under the Directive (Article 5), the rights 
of contribution or recourse continue to be governed by national law: in 
German  law,  the  courts  will  make  an  apportionment between those 
jointly and  severally  liable,  taking  particular  account of the  relative 
responsibility of each of the  parties  as  regards  the  damage  caused. 
Various clauses have,  however,  been explicitly declared valid.  Thus, 
clauses will be considered \'<llid where the relations between the parties 
are expressed in such a way as to place full responsibility on one of the 
contracting parties (e.g.  the subcontractor, who is usually the weaker 
party) to compensate a third party for damages. -27-
GREECE 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Greece, subcontracting agreements do not form a recognized category of 
contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed by ordinary 
law and by the rules on the category to which they belong (see 3.  below): 
sales contract, or contract for the supply of goods and services. 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Greece which have 
been  officially  approved  by governmental  bodies or drawn  up by trade 
associations. 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITIEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1  Part One of the Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of  law. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is  common in practice for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. 
It is  worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other; in such cases, the courts will  probably accept neither set of 
general terms and simply apply the rules supplied by the law. - 28-
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Greek law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a  great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Furthermore,  Greek  law does  not currently  impose  restrictions  on  the 
general terms of contract with a view to preventing excessive and unjustified 
exploitation  of  one  side's  negotiating  strength.  Therefore,  a  foreign 
subcontractor  should  always  exercise  particular  caution  over  the 
contractor's general terms of contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be pointed  out,  however,  that Greece  has  ratified  neither the 
Hague Convention of 1964 on the international sale of goods nor the Vienna 
Convention of 1980.  As a result, Greek law is the sole regulator of contracts 
for the sale of  goods. 
3.2. In Greek law,  the not insignificant drawback of the lack of special  rules 
adapted to the particular features of subcontracts is  compounded by the 
difficulties  in deciding on the category to which  a  particular subcontract 
belongs and hence on the rules that will be applicable. 
In practice, a  subcontract will  be considered  (see 1.  above) to be a  sales 
contract or a  contract for the supply of goods and services.  There are 
significant differences between the  rules governing each type of contract 
(e.g. as regards transfer of  title, risks, etc.). 
Furthermore,  there  is  no  definite  and  neat  dividing  line  in  Greek  law 
between sales contracts and contracts for the supply of goods and services; 
in practice, relative criteria are applied, but not in any clear-cut manner. 
The resulting uncertainty as to legal  classification and hence the provisions 
applicable is a further reason, however, why foreign subcontractors should 
make every effort to negotiate specific agreements covering the relationship 
between the parties to the subcontract. . 29. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
In Greece,  the standards most frequently referred to in subcontracts are the 
better-known Community or international standards (DIN, AFNOR, BSI). 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABIUIY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Furthermore,  it should be pointed out that,  under Greek law,  no significant 
restrictions exist on the validity of  clauses excluding or limiting liability. 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Greek legislation does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses restricting 
the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use of know-
how, dealings with third parties, etc.,  over and above those set out in the EC 
Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Dutch law where goods are sold against deferred payment: the buyer acquires 
title only when the full price has been paid. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Greek law where a party to a contract 
fails  to perform his  obligations is  that the other party may at his discretion: 
(a) require specific performance of the contract; or (b) seek to have the contract 
terminated; and, in any event, (c) claim compensation for the loss suffered. . 30. 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, interest will be payable (see 
Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 6.8) unless the parties agree otherwise. 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILITY 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part  One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5 et seq.) recently entered into force in Greece. 
As  tregards  the  position  of subcontractors  in  particular,  Greek  law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion 
of liability in the case of a manufacturer or supplier of a component or 
raw material  if the defect is  attributable entirely to the design of the 
product into which  it was  fitted  or to  the  instructions  given  by the 
manufacturer who used it (Article 7(f) of  the Directive). . 31 . 
IRElAND 
1.  LEGALFRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Ireland, subcontracting agreements are not regulated by any specific set 
of rules.  They  are  governed  by  the  general  principles  applicable  to 
commercial contracts and by those applicable to the category of  contract into 
which  they fall:  sales  contract,  or contract for  the  supply of goods  and 
services (see 3. below). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Ireland which have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
Standard  contracts  prepared  by  trade  associations  are  also  rare.  The 
ORGALIME  model  contract  is,  however,  adapted  for  use  in some  cases 
(Organisme de Liaison des Industries Mctalliques Europeennes). 
1.3. On the other hand, large contractors often prepare standard subcontracting 
agreements  and  tend  to  impose  these  general  terms  on  their  own 
subcontractors (this is particularly common, for example, in the information 
technology industry). 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRIITEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide  explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the rules of contract law. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is common in practice in Ireland for large contractors 
to  seek,  often  successfully,  to  impose  their  own  general  terms  on 
subcontractors. . 32. 
It is  worth noting that the subcontractor may also have his own general 
terms, which naturally differ from those of the contractor.  In that case, an 
attempt should be made to avoid an unclear situation in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own.  In 
these  circumstances,  the  general  terms  of both  parties  are  disregarded 
where they are in conflict, and the general rules of  law then apply. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position  in Irish law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Furthermore, Irish law accepts the validity of such general terms of contract 
and  does  not  impose  sufficient  restrictions  to  prevent  excessive  and 
unjustified exploitation of one side's negotiating strength (for the clauses 
excluding liability, see 5. below in particular). 
Therefore, a foreign subcontractor should always exercise particular caution 
over the contractor's general terms of  contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be noted that Ireland has ratified neither the Hague Convention of 
1964 on the international sale of goods nor the Vienna Convention of 1980; 
these Conventions do not, therefore, form an integral part of  Irish law. 
3.2. The rules applicable depends on the classification of the contract (see 1. 
above). 
If  a  sales contract is involved, the Sale of Goods Act  1983 and the Sale of 
Goods and Supply of Services Act  1980 apply;  only the latter Act applies 
where services are supplied. 
The large  majority of subcontracts clearly rank as  sales  contracts.  Only 
certain  types  of contract for  work  can  be  classified  as  contracts  for  the 
supply  of  service~..  Since  the  1980  Act,  however,  the  legal  distinction 
between the two types of  contract has lost much of its significance. 
In  general,  for  the  sale  of goods,  the  Acts  specify  certain  fundamental 
("implied")  obligations.  In  particular,  the  goods  delivered  should 
correspond  to  their  description  in  the  contract,  they  should  be  of 
merchantable  quality  and  they  should  be  reasonably  fit  for  the  specific 
purpose expressly stipulated by the buyer. . 33. 
For the supply of services, the relevant Act considers the contractual term 
"implied" to mean that the services are provided with due care and skill, the 
materials used are reasonably fit  for the purpose and any goods supplied 
under the contract are of merchantable quality. 
For cases where these implied terms are usually excluded, see 5. below. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
In Ireland, the Institute for Industrial Research and Standards draws up technical 
standards.  However,  North American,  Community,  British  (BSI)  and 
ISO Standards are the ones most commonly employed for contracts. 
5.  CLAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILilY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those  excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Such clauses are generally valid under Irish law. 
Where the sale of goods is  concerned, derogations from the above-mentioned 
implied terms (conformity, merchantable quality, etc.) are void in law, except in 
contracts  between  enterprises,  where  the  clause  may  be  deemed  fair  and 
reasonable. 
In the case of contracts between enterprises, however, this protection does not 
extend to the supply of  services. 
6.  CLAUSES  RESTRICTING  TIIE  RIGHTS  OF  TIIE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION LAW 
In Ireland, the Restrictive Practices Act 1972 operates alongside the Community 
rules on competition.  However, application of the Act has not as yet resulted in 
limits  being  placed  on  the  validity  of clauses  restricting  the  rights  of the 
subcontractor '\\'ith regard to confidentiality, the use of know-how, dealings with 
third parties, etc., over and above those set out in the EC Commission's 1978 
Notice (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). . 34. 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
under Irish law where goods are sold against deferred payment:  the buyer 
acquires title only when the full  price has been paid.  The clause is used quite 
often in practice. 
In the case of  subcontracts, the problem is that the goods in respect of  which title 
is retained are usually processed or incorporated and then resold.  The solution 
is to include in an appropriate manner in  the contract an intrinsic but very 
carefully drafted clause allowing title to be extended to the price received on 
resale (it is,  however,  a  matter of some debate as to whether such a  clause 
should be registered at the Companies Office for it to be valid). 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  Under the law applicable in Ireland, the purchaser has 
the  right  to  repudiate  the  contract  if a  fundamental  breach  of contract  is 
involved, i.e. where there is  a failure to perform any material condition;  minor 
breaches of contract (in relation to warranties) confer entitlement to damages 
only. 
9.  INTEREST 
Unless otherwise agreed, interest is payable at the statutory rate in the event of 
late payment of the price (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8).  The rate 
currently applying (1990) is 8%,  although this can be periodically adjusted by 
the competent ministry. 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILITY 
The Community Directive of 1985 (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.5.5 
et seq.) has not yet been implemented in Ireland.  Its transposition is expected 
shortly. -35-
ITALY 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Italy,  subcontracting agreements do not form a  recognized category of 
contracts regulated by a  specific set of rules.  They are governed by the 
ordinary rules of the Civil  Code and by the rules on the category to which 
they belong (see 3.  below):  sales contract (Articles 1470 et seq. of the Civil 
Code), contract for the supply of services (Articles 1559 et seq. of the Civil 
Code),  an  independent  contract  (Article 1665  of the  Civil  Code)  or  an 
independent labour contract (Article 2222 ofthe Civil Code). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Italy which have been 
officially approved by governmental bodies. 
The only standard subcontracting agreements  in  existence  are:  (a)  those 
drawn up in 1973 by the Confedcrazione Generate dell'Industria ltaliana 
(CONFINDUSTRIA)  following  a  "basic  agreement  reached  in  the 
headquarters  of the  Confederation  between  interested  contracting  and 
subcontracting  enterprises  and  intended  to  standardize  reciprocal 
contracting relations" (taken from the Introduction),  and (b) the one drawn 
up in  1974 between CONFINDUSTRIA and FINMECCANICA  (belonging to 
the IRI group -enterprises partly owned by the State).  However it must be 
pointed  out that,  in  practice,  such standard contracts  never seem to be 
applied or considered. 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITIEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the  Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done, the contract will  be governed:  (a) very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party;  or (b) in the ab~ence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the rules contained in the 
Civil Code. -36-
2.2. As already indicated, it is common in practice in Italy for large contractors to 
seek,  often  successfully,  to  impose  their  own  general  terms  on 
subcontractors. 
In  Italy,  oral  subcontracting  agreements  are  rare;  contracts  are  more 
frequently concluded on the basis of general contract terms written down by 
the contractor and accepted by the subcontractor, sometimes expressly and 
sometimes only implicitly (by way of performance).  It quite often happens 
that the  subcontractor limits  himself to  carrying out the  order,  without 
returning to the contractor the general terms signed by him.  A common 
form of defence for subcontractors is thereby put into effect:  the general 
terms contained in the forms prepared by the contractor are deemed to be 
tacitly accepted,  but the more oppressive clauses  cannot be said to have 
been specifically approved in writing and are, therefore, null and void under 
the second paragraph of  Article 1341 of  the Civil Code (see 2.4 below). 
It is worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other;  in such cases, the courts will  probably accept neither set of 
general terms and simply apply the rules supplied by the law. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Italian law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them;  they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Moreover, Italian law as it stands does not provide for any control as to 
substance of the general terms of a  contract, either in the form of a prior 
examination or of  scrutiny by the courts, intended to prevent contracts being 
drawn up that constitute an excessive and unjustified exploitation of one 
side's negotiating strength.  The only limit on the excessive power of the 
stronger contracting party is  prescribed in Articles 1341  and 1342 of the 
Italian  Civil  Code;  this  limit  is  only  formal  and of very  little  practical 
relevance.  The second paragraph of Article 1341  states that "In  any case 
conditions are ineffective,  unless specifically approved in writing," - i.e.  in 
substance, if the pure formalism  of the double signature is  not applied -
"which  establish,  in  favour  of him who  has  prepared them  in  advance, 
limitations on liability,  the power of withdrawing from  the contract or of 
suspending  its  performance,  or  which  impose  time-limits  involving 
forfeitures on the other party, limitations on the power to raise defences, 
restrictions  on  contractual  freedom  in  relations  with  third  parties,  tacit 
extension or renewal of the contract, arbitration clauses or derogations from 
the competence of courts"  (it should also be noted that,  for international 
contracts, arbitration clauses are excluded from the scope of Article 1341 of 
the Italian Civil Code on the basis of  the 1958 New York Convention, and the 
indication  of the  competent  forum  is  similarly  treated  on  the  basis  of 
Article 17  of  the  1968  Brussels  Convention).  The  first  paragraph  of 
Article 1342 stipulates that "In  contracts made by subscribing to forms or 
formularies  prepared  for  the  purpose  of regulating  certain  contractual 
relationships  in  a  uniform  manner,  clauses  added  to  such  forms  or 
formularies prevail over the original  clauses of said forms or formularies 
when they are incompatible with them, even though the latter have not been 
struck out".  Article 1370 adds that "Provisions contained in the standard . 37. 
conditions of a contract or in forms or formularies [  ... ] are interpreted, in 
case of doubt, in favour of  the other". 
It is evident that Italian law affords inadequate protection to the weaker party 
against general terms imposed by the other party:  a foreign subcontractor 
should therefore exercise particular caution over these  general terms of 
contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It  should  be  pointed  out,  however,  that  Italy  has  ratified  the  Hague 
Convention  of 1964 on the  international  sale  of goods  and  the  Vienna 
Convention of 1980.  Where the appropriate conditions are met, therefore, 
the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily in the relevant 
Convention. 
3.2. On the other hand,  if it is  Italian law which applies, the not insignificant 
drawback of the lack of special rules adapted to subcontracts (especially as 
regards the need for protection of the weaker party) is compounded by the 
difficulties in deciding to which category a  particular subcontract belongs 
and  hence  on the  rules that will  be  applicable.  In  fact,  the  distinction 
between  the  categories  of  contract  referred  to  above - sales  contract, 
independent contract, supply contract and independent labour contract (see 
1. above)- is rather uncertain and sometimes blurred. 
In  practical  terms,  the  uncertainty  in  particular  cases  as  to  whether  a 
subcontract should be considered as a  sales contract (perhaps "staggered 
delivery")  or a  supply contract (under Article 1559 of the Civil  Code,  "a 
supply contract is one by which a party binds itself to supply another with 
things continuously or periodically, in return for a price') may be of relative 
importance:  on  the  one  hand,  because  of the  reference  contained  in 
Article 1570 of the Civil  Code, viz.  "To the extent that they are compatible 
with the provisions of the preceding articles, the provisions governing the 
type  of contract to  which  single  instalments  of performance correspond 
apply to a supply contract" (which, in such a case, could indeed be the sale 
of goods);  on the other hand, some of the specialist literature and case law 
seem more and more inclined to apply even to "staggered delivery'' sales 
contracts (being a long-term contract) at least some of the most important 
specific rules on supply contracts (e.g. Article 1564, which states that "In case 
of non-performance of a single instalment by one of the parties, the other 
can request resolution of the contract if the default is significant and is such 
as to reduce confidence in the punctuality of  subsequent performances.'). 
The matter is more delicate when it comes to deciding whether a contract 
should be classified as a sales contract (to which particular rules on supply 
contracts  may  have  been  added)  or  an  independent  contract  (under 
Article 1655 of the  Civil  Code,  an  independent contract is  a  contract by 
which a party undertakes to perform a  piece of work or render services, 
organizing the necessary means and operating at his own risk, in return for 
compensation  in  money).  In  this  case,  differences  in  the  rules  are 
significant:  e.g.  with  regard  to  determining the  moment of transfer  of 
ownership  of  the  items  being  supplied  and  the  associated  risk  (see . 38. 
Articles 1470  and  1472  of  the  Civil  Code  for  sales  contracts,  and 
Articles 1665, 1666 and 1673 for independent contracts);  with regard to the 
guarantee in  respect of latent defects  or on the  lack of essential  quality 
(Articles 1490 et seq. of  the Civil Code, and in particular Article 1495, which 
relates to the time-limits  for notification  and the conditions of action for 
sales contracts; see Articles 1667 and 1668 for independent contracts);  with 
regard to certain rules peculiar to independent contracts (see, for example, 
Articles 1659  et seq.  for  variations  agreed  upon  with  respect  to  plans, 
Article 1662 for inspection of work in progress, Article 1664 for revision of 
the price, and Article 1671 for unilateral withdrawal from contract). 
On the other hand, the distinction between sales contracts and independent 
contracts, albeit of great practical significance, is not clear-cut and definite in 
Italian  law.  The  specialist  literature  and  case  law take  as  the  decisive 
criterion a point of uncertain practical application, viz. that of  predominance 
(''prevalenza"), in the intentions of the parties, of the work necessary for the 
production of the goods ("appalto") or of the acquisition of the goods by the 
buyer without regard to the details of  the production process (''vendita''). 
It should also be noted that, under Italian law,  a distinction may be drawn 
between supply contracts and independent contracts only where the supply 
of goods is involved;  where it concerns the supply of  services, it is always an 
independent contract ("appalto") (Article 1677 of the Civil Code, which also 
refers in this case to the concurrent application - where compatible - of the 
rules  governing  independent  contracts  and  those  governing  supply 
contracts). 
Another point to remember is that, under Italian law, when the person who 
"binds  himself  to  perform  a  piece  of  work  or  render  a  service  for 
compensation" is  a "small entrepreneur" within the meaning of  Article 2083 
of the Civil Code, that is to say someone who carries on activities "primarily 
by his own effort'' (Article 2222 of the Civil  Code), then the contract is an 
independent labour contract and not an independent contract;  in this case, 
some  of the  rules  applicable  differ  quite  significantly  from  those  for 
independent contracts (see, for example, Article 2226 on latent defects). 
In practice, the above-mentioned difficulties create uncertainty as to the true 
content of the relevant law;  all  the more reason, therefore, why a foreign 
subcontractor who finds  himself caught between accepting general terms 
(often binding) prepared by the other party and applying rather uncertain 
(although  more  balanced)  existing  rules  should  seek  in  any  event  to 
negotiate a specific contract to govern the subcontracting relationship. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The standards (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.8) which are most often 
referred to in subcontracts in Italy are those drawn up by UNI  (Ente Nazionale 
Italiano  di  Unificazione),  Via  Campania 31,  Rome,  and  by  CEI  (Comitato 
Elettronico Italiano),  Viale  Monza 259,  Milan.  It is  also  not unusual to find 
references to the better-known Community or foreign standards (DIN, AFNOR, 
nsn. 
In  specific  fields,  of course,  certain  minimum  standards  are  laid  down  by 
national or Community law (either directly or by reference to standards drawn 
up by the competent bodies). -39-
5.  CLAUSES EXCLUDING LIABIUIT 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive"  clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms  he imposes are those  excluding or limiting his 
liability  (see  Part One of the  Guide,  paragraph 2.12).  However,  it  must be 
pointed out that, under Article 1229 of the Civil Code, "Any agreement which, in 
advance, excludes or limits the liability of the debtor for fraud, malice or gross 
negligence"  (or which,  under  the  second  paragraph  of the  Article,  actually 
constitutes "a violation of a  duty arising from rules of public policy":  second 
paragraph) is void.  Clauses excluding liability for negligence are therefore quite 
valid  under  Italian  law  (except  for  the  formal  limitation  under  the  second 
paragraph  of Article 1341).  Furthermore,  Italian  case  law  has  not  as  yet 
introduced in practice more clearly defined forms of control over such clauses 
for the protection of  the weaker party. 
6.  CLAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION LAW 
Italian legislation does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses restricting 
the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use of know-
how,  dealings  with  third  parties,  etc.,  over  and  above  those  set out by the 
EC Commission's  1978  Notice  (see  Part One  of the  Guide,  paragraphs 5.9 
et seq.). 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Italian law where goods are sold against deferred payment (Article 1523 of  the 
Civil  Code).  As  a result, the buyer acquires title only when the full  price has 
been paid, but he assumes all the risks in respect of  the goods sold from the time 
of delivery. 
A clause retaining title can be relied upon against the buyer's creditors only if it 
arises  from  a  written  document bearing a  certain  date  prior to the  date  of 
attachment (first paragraph of  Article 1524 of the Civil Code);  by "certain date" is 
meant the date of registration (or transcription) of the document (or- and here 
the  assumption  is  of  little  practical  relevance - the  date  upon  which  the 
requirements of  Article 2704 of the Civil Code are satisfied). 
A clause retaining title can also be relied upon against a third party if the sale 
concerns  machinery  and  the  price  exceeds  LIT 30 000  (a  sum  of  money 
rendered insignificant by inflation),  provided that the clause in question has 
been recorded in a special register.  If  machinery is not involved in the sale, the 
clause cannot be relied upon against a  third party who acquired the buyer's 
rights in good faith (Article 1153 of  the Civil Code). 
On the other hand, Italian law does not deal adequately with the case in which 
the goods sold with retention of  title are intended for incorporation into another 
product, this being the most relevant case where subcontracting is concerned. 
From this point of view,  the clause retaining title can, in practice, provide the -40-
subcontractor with  a  mtmmum  guarantee  only for  as  long  as  the goods  in 
question have not been incorporated into the final product (or, if separation can 
take place without notable damage, for as long as the final product has not been 
marketed) and are still  identifiable to the contractor  (i.e. they have not been 
mixed with other fungible items). 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Italian law (Article 1453 of the Civil 
Code) where a party to a contract fails to perform his obligations is that the other 
party may, at his discretion:  (a) require specific performance of the contract;  or 
(b) seek to have the contract terminated through the courts;  and, in any event, 
(c) claim compensation for the loss suffered. 
It should be noted that a  request to have the contract terminated can be made 
only when the breach of contract is of more than "slight importance";  under 
Italian law, this can be achieved as a rule only by taking proper legal action.  The 
need  to  do  so  can  only  be  avoided  if  the  contract  contains  an  express 
cancellation clause or, where faced with the breach of contract, the other party 
gives  notice  in  writing  to  perform  within  an  appropriate  time:  both  these 
mechanisms result in dissolution of  the contract. 
In addition to the above general solutions, the Italian Civil  Code also includes 
special regulations for particular contracts. 
With a sales contract, for example, the seller is liable for latent defects in the item 
sold  which  render  it  unfit  for  the  use  for  which  it  was  intended,  which 
appreciably diminish its value or which could not be known or could not be 
easily detected by the buyer, while an agreement excluding or limiting such 
warranty has no effect if the seller has, in bad faith,  omitted to mention such 
defects to the buyer (Articles 1490 and 1491 of the Civil Code).  In the event of a 
latent defect, the buyer can seek to have the contract terminated or the price 
reduced,  and  in  all  cases  he  has  a  right  to  compensation  for  damages 
(Articles 1492 and  1494 of the Civil  Code).  The buyer,  however,  forfeits  all 
rights  if he  fails  to  notify the seller of the  defects within  eight days of their 
discovery (unless a different time-limit is  established by the parties concerned) 
and,  in  all  cases,  no  action  can  be  taken  after  one year  from  delivery 
(Article 1495 of the Civil Code).  Finally, in a sales contract, the buyer does not 
generally have the right to require that goods having latent defects be repaired or 
replaced;  this is permitted only where a specific warranty of proper functioning 
("garanzia di huon funzionamento") (for a specific period) has been included in 
the contract (Article 1512 ofthe Civil Code). 
In an independent contract, however, the independent subcontractor is liable for 
non-conformity or defects in the work, except where the customer has accepted 
the work and the changes or defects were known to him or were detectable; 
however, in order to enforce the subcontractor's liability,  the customer must, 
under  penalty  of  forfeiture,  notify  the  contractor  of the  problems  within 
sixty days,  and  no  further  action  can  be  taken  against  the  contractor  after 
two years from the date of delivery (Article 1667 of the Civil Code).  Where the 
conditions exist for the subcontractor's liability to be ascertained, the customer 
can choose (without affecting compensation for damages) not only to have the 
price  reduced  or  the  contract  terminated  (although  only  where  the  non-
conformity or defects in the work are such as to render it totally inadequate for . 41. 
its  purpose), but also to have the non-conformity or defects eliminated at the 
contractor's expense (Article 1668 of  the Civil Code). 
With regard to compensation for damages, which invariably follows a breach of 
contract  (if  the  debtor  does  not  prove  that non-performance  was  due  to 
impossibility of performance for reasons not imputable to him -Article 1218 of 
the  Civil  Code),  the  measure of damages  includes  resulting  losses and  lost 
profits,  in  so far  as  they are a  "direct and immediate consequence" of non-
performance (Article 1223 of the Civil  Code) and are damages that could have 
been foreseen (Article 1225 of  the Civil Code). 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, Italian law lays down that 
interest will be payable (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8) at an annual 
rate of 10% (from 1991).  Where further damage can be shown, then additional 
compensation is allowed over and above the interest payable (second paragraph 
of Article 1224 of the Civil  Code).  In the last few years,  Italian case law has 
tended more and more to admit not only that such further damage may take the 
form of a fall  in the value of money but also that the damage caused by such a 
fall  is presumed to exist where the creditor is a businessman (which means, in 
practice, that the businessman in Italy, if well represented in law, can succeed in 
obtaining full cover against the effects of inflation on what he is owed). 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILI1Y 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5  et seq.)  was  implemented  in  Italy  by  Presidential 
Decree No 224 of 24 May 1988, which transposes the Directive fully into 
Italian  law.  In  general,  the  option to  apply any of the  derogations 
provided for  (Articles 15  and  16)  has  not been  exercised:  thus,  no 
exception is made to the rule that the producer is not liable if he proves 
that the state of scientific and technical knowledge at the time when he 
put the product into circulation was not such as to enable the existence 
of the defect to be discovered ("development risk");  and no ceilings are 
set on the producer's total liability. 
As  regards  the  position  of subcontractors  in  particular,  Italian  law 
faithfully  takes  over  the  definition  of "producer"  (Article 3  in  both 
instruments and the exclusion of liability in the case of a manufacturer 
or supplier of a component or raw material if the defect is attributable 
entirely to the design of  the product into which it was incorporated or to 
the instructions given by the manufacturer who used it (Article 6(t) of 
the Italian Decree, corresponding to Article 7(t) of  the Directive). 
10.2.  Where a subcontractor finds that he is jointly and severally liable, along 
with the final producer, for damage caused to a third party by a defective 
product,  the  further  problem  arises  as  to  how  the  burden  of the 
compensation owed to the third party is to be apportioned between the 
parties  jointly  and  severally  liable  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.3, 8.8 and 8.9).  Under the Directive (Article 5), the rights 
of contribution or recourse continue to be governed by national law:  in - 42-
Italian law, the courts will apportion between those jointly and severally 
liable the measure of risk attributable to each party, the seriousness of 
any  fault  and  the  resulting  consequences  (where  doubt  exists,  the 
apportionment will be of equal measure).  For the reasons given above 
(see  5.),  Italian  case  law may  deem  to  be  valid  contractual  clauses 
between the parties which lay the burden of compensating an injured 
third party on one of them (for example, on the subcontractor, usually 
the weaker contracting party). . 43. 
LUXEMBOURG 
1.  LEGALFRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Luxembourg, subcontracting agreements are not regulated by any specific 
set of rules (*).  They are governed by the general principles applicable to 
commercial contracts and by those applicable to the category of  contract into 
which they fall:  sales contract,  or contract for the supply of goods and 
services. 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in the Netherlands which 
have been officially approved by governmental bodies or drawn up by trade 
associations. 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE TilE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRI1TEN AGREEMENT WITH TilE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide explains  clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of  the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often  by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of  law. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is common in practice for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. 
It is worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other; in such cases,  the courts will  probably accept neither set of 
general terms and simply apply the rules supplied by the law. 
(*)  The  law  of 23 July 1991,  which  regulates  subcontracting  activities  does  not  cover 
industrial subcontracting. - 44-
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Luxembourg law of a subcontractor who 
is obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of  the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Furthermore, Luxembourg law does not currently impose restrictions on 
the  general  terms  of contract with  a  view  to  preventing  excessive  and 
unjustified exploitation of one side's negotiating strength. 
Therefore, a foreign subcontractor should always exercise particular caution 
over the contractor's general terms of contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be pointed out, however, that Luxembourg has ratified the Hague 
Convention of 1964 on the international sale of goods but has yet to ratify 
the Vienna Convention of 1980.  Where the appropriate conditions are met, 
therefore, the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily in 
the  Hague  Convention,  although  this  Convention  applies  only  to  trade 
between the small number of  countries which have ratified it. 
3.2. On the other hand,  if,  in  a  particular case,  it  is  Luxembourg law which 
applies, the not insignificant drawback of the lack of  special rules adapted to 
the particular features of subcontracts is compounded by the difficulties in 
deciding on the  category to which  a  particular subcontract belongs and 
hence on the rules that will be applicable. 
In fact,  a  particular contract may be classified as a  sales contract or as  a 
contract for the supply of goods and services (see 1.  above).  Classification 
in one or other of these categories entails significant differences in the rules 
applicable (e.g. as regards transfer of  title, and risks). 
Furthermore, in Luxembourg law the distinction between sale and supply is 
not clear-cut and definite but is  based on criteria which are relative and 
uncertain in their application.  An  example of this is the criterion whereby 
classification  of a  contract  is  determined  by  the  component which  has 
greater economic value; if the materials supplied are of greater value than 
the labour involved in manufacturing the product, the relationship is one of 
the sale and, in the opposite case, one of supply. - 45-
These  uncertainties  as  to  the  legal  classification  and  hence  as  to  the 
presumptive  rules  applicable  are  a  further  reason  why  foreign 
subcontractors should make every endeavour to negotiate a specific contract 
to govern his relations with the contractor. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Luxembourg does not apply its own standards (see Part One of the Guide, 
paragraph 2.8.).  Those most frequently referred to in subcontracts are the 
better-known Community or international standards (DIN, AFNOR, BSI). 
If  the goods supplied are worth more than the labour used to manufacture 
the product,  then it  is  a  sales contract,  and a  contract for the supply of 
services in the opposite case. 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILIIT 
Among the  most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those  excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Furthermore,  it  should  be  pointed  out  that,  under  Luxembourg  law,  no 
significant  restrictions  exist  on  the  validity  of clauses  excluding  or limiting 
liability. 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Luxembourg legislation  does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses 
restricting the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use 
of know-how, dealings with third parties, etc., over and above those set out in 
the EC  Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 
et seq.). 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Luxembourg law where goods are sold against deferred payment: the buyer 
acquires title only when the full  price has been paid.  However, where no legal 
provision exists, the clause retaining title applies only to the parties involved and 
cannot be invoked against third parties. . 46. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (see paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Luxembourg law where a party to 
a  contract fails  to perform his  obligations  is  that the  other party may at his 
discretion: (a) require specific performance of the contract; or (b) seek to have 
the contract terminated; and, in any event, (c) claim compensation for the loss 
suffered. 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, interest will be payable (see 
Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8) at a current (1990) rate of 9% per year, 
unless the parties agree otherwise. 
10.  PRODUCT UABILI1Y 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part  One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5 et seq.) recently entered into force in Luxembourg. 
As regards the position of subcontractors in particular, Luxembourg law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion 
of liability in the case of a manufacturer or supplier of a component or 
raw material if the defect is  attributable entirely to the  design of the 
product into which it was incorporated or to the instructions given by 
the manufacturer ~housed  it (Article 7(f) of the Directive). . 47. 
NETHERlANDS 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In the Netherlands, subcontracting agreements do not form a  recognized 
category of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed 
by the ordinary law of contract and by the rules on the category to which 
they belong (see 3.  below): sales contract, contract for work or contract for 
the supply of  goods and services. 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in the Netherlands which 
have been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
Standard  subcontracting  agreements  have  been  drawn  up  by  trade 
associations, but they tend to provide just a general outline which needs to 
be filled in before they can serve as actual agreements. 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE TilE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITIEN AGREEMENT WITII TilE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of law. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is  common in practice for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. 
It is worth noting that a  situation should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other; in such cases,  the courts will  probably accept neither set of 
general terms and simply apply the rules supplied by the law. -48-
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Dutch law of a  subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a  great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. Some time ago, the Dutch courts began to impose restrictions on the validity 
of general terms of contract.  Court practice now is to declare such terms 
invalid if, in a specific case, they would produce an unreasonable result and 
run counter to the principle of good faith. 
The new Dutch civil  code - which will enter into force in 1992 - is likely to 
include stringent specific  rules  on general terms of contract:  there will 
probably be a "black Jist'' of terms which are considered invalid in all cases 
and a "grey list'' of terms which are normally invalid, except where proof is 
provided,  in a  particular case,  that they do not impose an unreasonable 
burden and are not contrary to good faith.  Some prominent legal experts 
argue that these projected provisions, while  specifically devised to cover 
contracts between entrepreneurs and consumers, could well have an impact 
on  contracts  between  entrepreneurs  who  negotiate  from  positions  of 
unequal strength:  it is not possible at this stage to say whether this will in 
fact be the case. 
Despite this  current or forthcoming degree of protection for the weaker 
party, a foreign subcontractor should always exercise particular caution over 
the contractor's general terms of  contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be pointed  out,  however,  that the  Netherlands  has  ratified  th<~ 
Hague Convention of 1964 on the international sale of goods and the Vienna 
Convention of 1980.  Where the appropriate conditions are met, therefon', 
the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily in the relev<tnt 
Convention. 
3.2. On the other hand, if,  in a particular case, it is Dutch law which applies, a 
subcontract will  be  considered  (see 1.  above)  to  be  a  sales  contract,  a 
contract for work or a contract for the supply of goods and services or even, 
in some cases, a  "mixed" contract (i.e. one which combines the features of 
various types of  contract). 
There are differences between the rules governing each type of contract but 
their  practical  impact  is  not  particularly  significant.  The  resulting 
uncertainty about the legal classification and hence the provisions applicable 
is a further reason, however, why foreign subcontractors should make every 
eff~..)rt to negotiate specific agreements covering the relationship between the 
parties to the subcontract. - 49-
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Most of the Dutch standards (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.8) are laid 
down and published by the Nederlandse Normalisatie Instituut and are referred 
to by the letters NNI (or NEN). 
At  least half of those standards are Dutch transpositions of ISO,  ICE,  CEN or 
CENELEC standards. 
In practice, contracts often refer to DIN standards and, in some cases, to AFNOR, 
BSI or American standards. 
Foreign subcontractors may obtain information on Dutch standards direct from 
the NNI (Nederlandse Normalisatie Instituut, Kalfeslaan 2, 263 AA Delft). 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILITY 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which  a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
Under Dutch law,  such clauses are in principle valid.  Those, however, which 
completely sacrifice the interests of one party and whose application must be 
regarded as contrary to good faith,  e.g. clauses which disclaim responsibility in 
the case of deceit (dolus) or serious fault,  are normally declared invalid by the 
courts. 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION LAW 
Dutch legislation does not impose any limits on the validity of clauses restricting 
the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use of know-
how, dealings with third parties, etc.,  over and above those set out in the EC 
Commssion's 1978 Notice (see Part One ofthe Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Dutch law where goods are sold against deferred payment: the buyer acquires 
title only when the full price has been paid. -50-
Retention of  title may be invoked against third-party buyers if they have not taken 
possession of the goods or if they have acted in bad faith. 
Dutch  law  does  not,  however,  deal  adequately  with  the  situation - most 
frequently encountered in subcontracting - in which  the goods sold under a 
retention-of-title  clause  are intended for incorporation into another product. 
The retention-of-title clause can, in practice, provide the subcontractor with a 
modicum of guarantee only as long as the goods which are the subject of the 
subcontract have  not been  incorporated  into  the  final  product or are  still 
identifiable (i.e. have not been mixed in with other fungible goods). 
Current practice in the Netherlands is to use not only "simple" retention of title 
(which guarantees only the price of  the goods covered by the clause), but also an 
extended or "current-account'' version of that clause (covering all  the buyer's 
debts to the seller).  Extended clauses will,  however, no longer be permissible 
under the new Dutch Civil Code (which, as stated above, will probably enter into 
force in 1992). 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Dutch law where a party to a contract 
for consideration fails to perform his obligations is that the other party may at 
his discretion:  (a) require specific performance of the contract; or (b) seek to 
have the contract terminated through the courts; and,  in any event,  (c) claim 
compensation for the loss suffered. 
It should be noted that a contract may not be terminated when the breach is of 
"little  importance"  (the concept of "fundamental  breach of contract'' found in 
common law is not, however, recognized under Dutch law) and, above all, that 
under Dutch law a contract can be terminated only by taking appropriate legal 
action.  The  only  exception  is  when  the  contract  specifically  includes  a 
termination clause (nearly every contract now does, since taking legal action is 
obviously not a very practical proposition). 
Under Dutch law, a party may require that the product which has been supplied 
be repaired if it is defective; there is,  however, no provision for a reduction in 
price. 
Compensation can cover all  direct and indirect loss on condition that it was 
foreseeable, including loss of profits. -51 -
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, Dutch law lays down that, 
unless the parties agree otherwise, interest will be payable (see Part One of the 
Guide,  paragraph 6.8).  A  variable  statutory  rate  applies  which  is  currently 
Oanuary 1991) 10% per year.  Prior notice needs to be given. 
Dutch law does not take account of a fall  in the value of money; the only way to 
guard  against  inflation  is  accordingly to  insert an  adjustment  clause  in  the 
contract. 
10.  PRODUCT UABIU1Y 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part  One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5  et seq.)  entered  into  force  in  the  Netherlands  in 
November 1990. 
The  Directive  has  been  fully  transposed  into  Dutch  law.  The 
Netherlands has not exercised its option to derogate from the rule that 
the producer is  not liable  if he proves that the state of scientific and 
technical knowledge at the time when he put the product into circulation 
was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be discovered 
("development risk");  and no ceilings  are set on the producer's total 
liability. 
As  regards  the  position  of subcontractors  in  particular,  Dutch  law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion 
of liability in the case of a manufacturer or supplier of a component or 
raw material  if the defect is  attributable entirely to the  design of the 
product into which it was incorporated or to the instructions given by 
the manufacturer who used it (Article 7(f) of  the Directive). 
10.2.  Where a subcontractor finds that he is jointly and severally liable, along 
with the final producer, for damage caused to a third party by a defective 
product,  the  further  problem  arises  as  to  how  the  burden  of the 
compensation owed to the third party is to be apportioned between the 
parties  jointly  and  severally  liable  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.3, 8.8 and 8.9).  Under the Directive (Article 5), the rights 
of contribution or recourse continue to be governed by national law: in 
Dutch law, the courts will make an apportionment between those jointly 
and severally liable, taking account of the severity of the fault and the 
consequences arising therefrom.  In any event, the courts will generally 
accept contractual clauses between the parties which lay the burden of 
compensating  an  injured third  party on  one of them  and thus,  for 
example, on the subcontractor, who will usually be the weaker. . 52. 
PORTUGAL 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Portugal, subcontracting agreements do not form a recognized category 
of contracts regulated by a specific set of rules.  They are governed by the 
general provisions of the Civil  Code and by the rules on the category to 
which they belong (see 3.  below): sales contract, or contract for the supply 
of  goods or services. 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in  Portugal which have 
been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
1.3. On  the  other  hand,  large  contractors  frequently  prepare  standard 
subcontracting agreements and tend to impose these general terms on their 
own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRIITEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide explains clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of law contained in the 
Civil Code. 
2.2. As already indicated, it is common in practice for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Portuguese law of a subcontractor who 
is obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. . 53. 
2.4. Decree Law No 446/1985 has imposed quite severe rules concerning the 
validity of general terms of contract;  some of these rules also  apply to 
relations between enterprises.  The law lists clauses which are subject to an 
absolute prohibition (Article 18) and clauses which are subject to a relative 
prohibition (Article 19). 
Despite this significant degree of protection for the weaker party, a  foreign 
subcontractor  should  always  exercise  particular  caution  over  the 
contractor's general terms of contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be pointed  out,  however,  that Portugal  has  ratified the Hague 
Convention  of 1964 on  the  international  sale  of goods  and the  Vienna 
Convention of 1980.  Where the appropriate conditions are met, therefore, 
the rules governing a subcontract should be sought primarily in the relevant 
Convention. 
3.2. On  the  other  hand,  if  Portuguese  law  governs  the  contract,  the  not 
insignificant drawback of the lack of special rules adapted to the particular 
features of subcontracts is compounded by the difficulties in deciding on the 
category to which a particular subcontract belongs and hence on the rules 
that will be applicable. 
A subcontract will be considered in Portuguese law (see 1.  above) to be a 
sales contract or a contract for the supply of goods and services or even, in 
some cases,  a  "mixed"  contract (i.e. one which  combines the features  of 
various types of  contract). 
There are some practical differences between the rules governing each type 
of contract.  This is the case,  for  example, with latent defects, where the 
terms specified for the expiry of one's right of remedy (Articles 917 and 
1224 of the Civil Code) differ depending on whether the sale of  goods or the 
supply  of  goods  and  services  is  involved.  The  rules  governing  the 
consequences of a breach of contract also differ as between a sales contract 
and a  contract for the supply of goods and services (see 8.  below).  The 
resulting uncertainty about the legal classification and, hence, the provisions 
applicable is a further reason, however, why foreign subcontractors should 
make every effort to negotiate specific agreements covering the relationship 
between the parties to the subcontract. -54-
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The Portuguese standards (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.8) which are 
most often  referred to in  subcontracts  are those  laid  down  by the  Instituto 
Portugues  da  Qualidade  (R. Jose  Estevao 83  A-P-1199 USBOA  CODEX, 
Tel. 1/539891).  They  are  published  in  the  Institute's  "Cat:ilogo  Anual  das 
Normas". 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABIU1Y 
Among the most serious of the "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms  he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
However,  under  Article 800(2)  of  the  Portuguese  Civil  Code  (to  which 
Article 809 refers back), clauses excluding liability are valid, except where they 
constitute a violation of  the obligations imposed by the rules of public order. 
Furthermore, under Article 18(c) and (d) of Decree Law No 446/1985, clauses 
are  prohibited  which  disclaim  or  limit,  whether  directly  or  indirectly, 
responsibility in the case of  deceit (dolus) or serious fault. 
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  TilE  RIGHTS  OF  TilE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Portuguese legislation  does not impose  any limits  on the validity  of clauses 
restricting the rights of the subcontractor with regard to confidentiality, the use 
of know-how, dealings with third parties, etc., over and above those set out in 
the EC  Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 
et seq.). 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Portuguese law where goods are sold against deferred payment: the buyer 
acquires title  only when the full  price has been paid (Article 409 of the Civil 
Code). . 55. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of  the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  The general rule in Portuguese law where a  party to a 
contract fails  to  perform  his  obligations  is  that the  other party  may at his 
discretion: (a) require specific performance of the contract; or (b) seek to have 
the  contract  terminated  through  the  courts;  and,  in  any  event,  (c) require 
compensation for the loss suffered. 
Alongside these general remedies, the Portuguese Civil  Code contains special 
rules for particular contracts. 
In the case of a  sales contract, for example, there is provision that, where the 
item  sold  has  latent  defects,  the  buyer  may  request  a  reduction  in  price 
(Article 911 of the  Civil  Code) or may ask for  it to be repaired or replaced 
(Article 914 ofthe Civil Code). 
Similar but not identical remedies exist in respect of contracts for the supply of 
goods and services (see Article 1221 of the Civil  Code on the rectification of 
defects and Article 1222 of the Civil Code on the right to have the price reduced 
or the contract terminated where the defects cannot be rectified). 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, the law lays down that, unless 
the parties agree otherwise, interest will be payable (see Part One of the Guide, 
paragraph 6.8) at a rate fixed by the Government.  That rate is currently (1990) 
15% per year. 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILTIY 
10.1.  The  Community  Directive  of  1985  (see  Part  One  of  the  Guide, 
paragraphs 8.5.5  et seq.)  entered  into  force  in  Portugal  on 
6 November 1990 (Decree Law No 383/89). It has been fully transposed 
into  Portuguese  law.  However,  some  options  available  under  the 
Directive (Articles 15 and 16) have been taken up.  For example, while 
Portugal has not exercised its option to derogate from the rule that the 
producer  is  not  liable  if he  proves  that  the  state  of scientific  and 
technical knowledge at the time when he put the product into circulation 
was not such as to enable the existence of the defect to be discovered 
("development risk"), a ceiling of ESC 10 million has been set as regards 
compensation for damages (Article 9). 
As regards the position of subcontractors in particular, Portuguese law 
faithfully takes over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion 
of liability in the case of a manufacturer or supplier of a component or 
raw material  if the  defect is  attributable entirely to the design of the 
product into which  it was  fitted  or to  the  instructions  given  by the 
manufacturer who used it (Article 7(f) of  the Directive). . 56. 
SPAIN 
1.  LEGALFRAMEWORK 
1.1. In Spain, subcontracting agreements are not regulated by any specific set of 
rules.  They are governed by the general provisions of  the Civil Code and by 
those applicable to the category of contract to which they belong.  Normally, 
they are classified as a contract to perform work ( contrato de ejecusi6n de 
obra)  or  a  contract  for  the  supply of goods  and  services  (contrato  de 
empresa). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in Spain which have been 
officially approved by governmental bodies. 
However,  there  are  standard  contracts  drawn  up  by  trade  associations 
although,  in  practice,  no  collective  action  is  taken  at  sectoral  level  to 
negotiate the terms of  industrial subcontracts from a position of  strength. 
1. 3. On the other hand, large contractors often prepare standard subcontracting 
agreements  and  tend  to  impose  these  general  conditions  on  their  own 
subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE TIIE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITTEN AGREEMENT WITH TIIE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the  Guide  explains  clearly why a  subcontractor will  be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done, the contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party;  or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by the rules laid down in the 
Civil Code. 
2.2. As  already indicated, it is  common in Spain for large contractors to seek, 
often successfully, to impose their own general terms on subcontractors. -57-
Subcontracting agreements are usually in writing (and only rarely in the 
form of a  document certified by a  notary).  They may comprise a  single 
document  or  a  set  of documents  (technical  specifications,  commercial 
conditions, etc.).  In some cases, the contractor may simply fix  his terms, 
which are then tactily accepted by the subcontractor.  In any event,  it is 
usual for the contract to incorporate or refer to the contractor's general 
conditions. 
It is worth noting that situations should be avoided in which two sets of 
general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his own, and 
neither having declared that, in the event of any conflict, he will accept those 
of the other;  in such cases, the courts will  probably accept neither set of 
general terms and simply apply the rules supplied by the law. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in Spanish law of a subcontractor who is 
obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all the rules of the Civil Code governing the various types of contract 
are presumptive in the sense that parties are free to contract out of them; 
they do not by themselves stand in the way of terms which depart from 
them, even if those terms are a great deal more favourable to one party than 
those implied by law. 
2.4. In Spanish law there is only a general limit, albeit an important one, on the 
validity of such general terms of contract.  Article 1256 of the Civil Code lays 
down that the validity and performance of a contract may not be left to the 
discretion of one of the contracting parties (the only other limit concerns 
clauses excluding liability for deceit (dolus)- see 5. below). 
In addition, possible abuse by the stronger party is dealt with in provisions 
of only limited practical importance, such as the rule that terms in a contract 
which are lacking in clarity may not be interpreted in such a way as to favour 
the party responsible for the lack of clarity (Article 1288 of  the Civil Code). 
Nevertheless,  the  current tendency of the  courts,  acting  on the  basis of 
Article 1256 of the Civil Code, is to scrutinize general conditions of contract 
from an equitable standpoint, the purpose being to ensure that they do not 
constitute excessive abuse by one party of his negotiating strength. 
While  the  weaker  party's  prospects  of protection  against  general  terms 
imposed  by the  other  party  may  appear  better  in  Spain  than  in  other 
countries, a  foreign subcontractor would, in any event, be well advised to 
exercise particular caution. . 58. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If  any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not been settled by the 
parties by specific agreement or by means of general terms, the legal rules 
apply. 
It is Spanish law alone which governs the contracts in question, since, as 
regards the international sale of goods, Spain has not yet ratified either the 
Hague Convention of 1964 or the Vienna Convention of 1980. 
3.2. As indicated above, in the absence of relevant special rules, a subcontracting 
agreement is  usually  classified  under Spanish  law as  a  contract for  the 
supply of goods and services (Articles 1588-1600 of  the Civil Code). 
A contract to perform work falls  into one of two categories, depending on 
whether or not the material to be worked is provided by the subcontractor 
himself.  If  the subcontractor is to provide the material, the similarity of  this 
form of contract to that of a  sales contract means that some of the rules 
applicable to that form of contract apply to the contract to perform work. 
This leads to practical differences, e.g. in connection with the risk of loss or 
destruction ofthe goods (Articles 1589 and 1590 of  the Civil Code). 
3.3. In some cases, a subcontract may, of  course, have to be classified as a simple 
sales contract, on account of  the form of  the agreement. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The  standards  (see  Part One  of  the  Guide,  paragraph 2.8)  referred  to  in 
subcontracts  in  Spain  are  published  in  the  Spanish  Official  Gazette  [Boletin 
Oficial del Estado].  The Compendium of Legislation [Repertorio de Legislaci6n] 
published by Aranzadi is useful for reference purposes. 
However, it is not unusual for reference to be made to the better-known foreign 
(DIN, AFNOR, BSI) or Community standards. 
5.  ClAUSES EXCLUDING LIABILI1Y 
Among the most serious of the  "oppressive" clauses which  a  contractor may 
include in the general terms  he imposes are those  excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 2.12).  It should nevertheless be 
pointed out that, under Spanish law, clauses which exclude or limit liability are 
considered invalid where there is deceit (dolus). 
Clauses limiting normal liability for fault are thus valid in Spanish law within the 
limits (see paragraph 2.4.) laid down in Article 1256 of  the Civil Code. -59-
6.  ClAUSES  RESTRICTING  ffiE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION lAW 
Royal Decree No 1882 of 1986 and Law No 16 of 1989 bring national law into 
line with Community law,  supplementing the  restrictions imposed by the EC 
Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.) 
on the validity of clauses restricting the rights of  the subcontractor with regard to 
confidentiality, the use of  know-how, dealings with third parties, etc. 
7.  ClAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses retaining title (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.9) are admissible 
in Spanish law where goods are sold against deferred payment (Law No 50 of 
1965);  the buyer acquires title only when the full price has been paid. 
Provision is made for recording the contract in a public register. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of  this Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of  any breach on his 
part (see paragraph 2.10). 
The general rule in Spanish law where a party to a contract fails to perform his 
obligations is  that,  apart from other remedies (including the right to specific 
performance at the expense of the party in breach in case of an obligation to 
supply goods), the other party invariably acquires a  right to compensation for 
loss caused directly and for loss of  profits. 
9.  INTEREST 
In the event of late payment of the purchase price, the current (1990) position 
under Spanish law is  that,  unless the parties agree otherwise, interest will  be 
payable (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 6.8) at the official discount rate. 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILI1Y 
The Community Directive of 1985 (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.5.5 
et seq.) has not yet been implemented in Spain. -60-
UNITED KINGDOM 
1.  LEGAL FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In the United Kingdom, subcontracting agreements are not regulated by any 
specific set of rules.  They are governed by the general principles applicable 
to commercial contracts and by those applicable to the category of contract 
into which they fall:  sales contract, or contract for the supply of goods and 
services (see 3. below). 
1.2. There are no standard subcontracting agreements in the United Kingdom 
which have been officially approved by governmental bodies. 
Furthermore, standard contracts of general scope are unusual and rarely 
encountered  in  practice.  More  significant  are  the  standard  contracts 
prepared for  a  particular sector by a  trade association,  for example,  the 
contract  drawn  up  by  the  British  Electrical  and  Allied  Manufacturers 
Association;  these models were not devised with a view to subcontracting 
and, where the subcontract concerns non-standardized products, are simply 
adapted as required. 
1.3. On the other hand, large contractors often prepare standard subcontracting 
agreements,  or even  more  frequently,  general  terms  of sale  adapted  in 
various ways to the requirements of a subcontract, and tend to impose these 
general terms on their own subcontractors. 
2.  WHAT HAPPENS WHERE THE SUBCONTRACTOR DOES NOT NEGOTIATE A 
SPECIFIC WRITIEN AGREEMENT WITH THE CONTRACTOR? 
2.1. Part One of the Guide  explains clearly why a  subcontractor will be well 
advised to do everything possible to negotiate a written agreement with the 
contractor  setting  out  specific  agreed  rules  governing  the  fundamental 
aspects of the relationship between them (see in particular the Introduction, 
paragraph 4). 
If this  is  not done,  the  contract will  be governed:  (a)  very often by the 
general terms imposed by the other party; or (b) in the absence of general 
terms or where the general terms are silent, by rules of  law. 
2.2. As  already indicated,  it is  common in practice in the United Kingdom for 
large contractors to seek, often successfully, to impose their own general 
terms on subcontractors. . 61 . 
It is worth noting that the subcontractor may also have his own general 
terms, which naturally differ from those of the contractor, the result being 
frequently a contest between the parties to impose their own terms.  In that 
case, an attempt should be made to avoid an unclear situation in which two 
sets of general terms are superimposed, each party having referred to his 
own.  In  these  circumstances,  the  general  terms  of both  parties  are 
disregarded where they are in conflict and the general rules of law then 
apply. 
2.3. Let us now consider the position in United Kingdom law of a subcontractor 
who is obliged to accept the general terms of  the contractor. 
Almost all of the rules governing contracts are presumptive in the sense that 
parties are free to contract out of them; they do not by themselves stand in 
the way of terms which depart from them, even if those terms are a great 
deal more favourable to one party than those implied by law. 
2.4. However, the United Kingdom courts have well-established rules to ensure, 
in  extreme  cases  at  least,  that  the  general  terms  of a  contract  do  not 
represent excessive  and unjustified exploitation of one side's negotiating 
strength.  Furthermore, since the entry into force of the Unfair Contract 
Terms  Act  1977,  the  courts  have  been  empowered  to  declare  invalid 
standard terms of commercial contracts if they appear unreasonable, having 
regard  to  certain  factors  such  as  normal  commercial  practice  and  the 
strength of the bargaining position of  the contracting parties. 
Despite this degree of protection afforded to the weaker party,  a  foreign 
subcontractor  should  always  exercise  particular  caution  over  the 
contractor's general terms of  contract. 
3.  THE SUBSTANTIVE LEGAL RULES 
3.1. If it happens that any aspects of the subcontracting relationship have not 
been settled by the parties by specific agreement or by means of general 
terms, the legal rules apply. 
It should be noted, however, that the United Kingdom has ratified the Hague 
Convention of 1964 relating to a uniform law on the formation of contracts 
for the international sale of goods but has yet to ratify the Vienna Convention 
of 1980.  Where  the appropriate  conditions  are  met,  therefore,the rules 
governing  a  subcontract  should  be  sought  primarily  in  the  Hague 
Convention  although  this  Convention  only applies  to  trade  between  the 
small number of  countries which have ratified it. 
3.2. On  the  other  hand,  if  United Kingdom  law  governs  the  contract,  the 
particular Act applicable depends on the classification of that contract (see 1. 
above). . 62. 
If  a sales contract is involved, the Sale of Goods Act 1979 applies while, if  the 
contract is for the supply of goods, the Supply of Goods and Services Act 
1982 will apply in England (but not in Scotland).  However, the classification 
of a subcontract in the various categories of contract is not, in fact, of great 
importance in the United Kingdom systems;  in almost all their aspects, the 
rules  laid  down in  these two Acts  are  similar  (for example,  concerning 
liability for defective products, quality and the like), so that it is unlikely that 
the classification of the contract will  have much practical significance for a 
subcontractor.  Nevertheless, a foreign subcontractor would be well advised 
to  negotiate  a  specific  agreement covering  the  relationship  between  the 
parties to the subcontract. 
It should be noted that, under the Sale of  Goods Act, three warranties will be 
implied unless they are specifically excluded in the contract: 
(a)  there will be an implied warranty that, if the goods have been described 
in the contract, they correspond to the description; 
(b)  an implied warranty that the goods are of merchantable quality, that is, 
that they are as fit for the purpose or purposes for which goods of that 
kind are commonly bought as it is reasonable to expect, having regard to 
any  description  applied  to  them,  the  price  and  all  other  relative 
circumstances; and 
(c)  an implied warranty that the goods are fit for a specific purpose which 
the buyer has made known to the seller,  unless the seller is  able to 
prove that the buyer did not rely on the skill or judgment of the seller in 
determining suitability for such purposes. 
As  a  rule, these warranties are not excluded in subcontracts but they may 
sometimes  be  replaced  by  more  detailed  clauses  whereby  the  seller 
undertakes  to  satisfy  himself  as  to  the  quality  of the  goods  supplied. 
Generally, such a guarantee remains in effect for not less than six months. 
When the subcontract is for the provision of services, the Supply of Goods 
and  Services  Act  lays  down  that  the  services  must  be  provided  with 
reasonable care and skill.  It is clearly in the interests of the subcontractor, 
and  indeed  of both  parties,  that the  contract should  substitute  for  this 
general  clause  provisions  laying  down  as  clearly  as  possible  technical 
specifications and, in general, the obligations of  the subcontractor. 
It should further be pointed out that, with regard to determination of the 
price,  it  is  relatively  common in  the  United Kingdom for subcontracts to 
specify procedures for the review of prices (in relation to the cost of  labour, 
materials, etc.);  an example of this is the price-adjustment system adopted 
by  the  members  of  the  British  Electrical  and  Allied  Manufacturers 
Association.  Guidance on the drafting and implementation of these terms is 
given  in  Contracting for  Goods  and  Services,  published  in  1986 by the 
Institute of Purchasing and Supply. . 63. 
4.  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
The  standards  (see  Part One  of the  Guide,  paragraph 2.8)  most  commonly 
employed in the United Kingdom for both subcontracts and contracts are those 
drawn up by the British Standards Institution. 
It is becoming increasingly necessary for a subcontractor wishing to operate in 
the United Kingdom to show in advance that he is able to guarantee the good 
quality of  his products and that he has an appropriate quality-assurance system. 
The best form of guarantee is  the certificate of conformity with the required 
standards for quality-assurance of BS 5750 (BS 9000 in the case of electrical 
goods). 
Increasingly, in addition to a product quality certificate, a  certificate relating to 
the  firm  itself  is  required.  These  certificates  are  issued  by  appropriate 
independent bodies, for example, the British Electrotechnical Apparatus Board, 
the British Approvals Board for Telecommunications,  Lloyds  Register Quality 
Assessment  Ltd.  and  the  British  Standards  Institution  (Quality  Assessment 
Division).  In  certain  cases,  for  example  the  British  Approvals  Board  for 
Telecommunications,  it  is  in  fact  necessary  for  a  subcontractor to  obtain  a 
certificate before he can begin operations in the United Kingdom.  In any case it 
is probable that only a subcontractor holding a certificate would be taken into 
consideration for a subcontract there. 
These institutions are open, on application, to foreign firms wishing to operate 
in the United Kingdom.  If  a subcontractor is approved by an institution he may 
be entered in the Quality Assessment Register. 
5.  CIA  USES EXCLUDING LIABILIIT 
Among the most serious of the  "oppressive" clauses which a  contractor may 
include in the general terms he imposes are those excluding or limiting his 
liability (see Part One of  the Guide, paragraph 2.12). 
In the United Kingdom, limits to the validity of such clauses are laid down in the 
Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 (see 2.4 above). 
In particular, clauses excluding or limiting liability for negligence resulting in 
death or personal injury are void while, in the case of other forms of damage, 
such clauses will be void unless they meet the criterion of reasonableness. 
In  contracts between  enterprises  concluded  on  the  basis  of standard forms 
specified by one of the parties, that party may not rely on a clause excluding or 
limiting his liability in case of breach of contract or purporting to confer power 
to require performance of something substantially different from what might be 
reasonably expected of  him or conferring a right of non-performance unless the 
clause meets the criterion of reasonableness.  In particular, in contracts for the 
sale or supply of goods, clauses excluding or limiting liability for breach of the 
fundamental obligations of the seller, e.g. obligations concerning conformity of 
the goods with the description in the contract or the quality of the goods and 
their fitness for a given purpose, will be void unless they meet the criterion of 
reasonableness. -64-
6.  CLAUSES  RESTRICTING  THE  RIGHTS  OF  THE  SUBCONTRACTOR  AND 
DOMESTIC COMPETITION LAW 
United Kingdom legislation does not impose any significant limits on the validity 
of  clauses  restricting  the  rights  of  the  subcontractor  with  regard  to 
confidentiality, the use of know-how, dealings with third parties, etc., over and 
above those set out in the EC  Commission's 1978 Notice (see Part One of the 
Guide, paragraphs 5.9 et seq.). 
7.  CLAUSES RETAINING TITLE 
Clauses  retaining  title  in  the  goods  supplied  (see  Part One  of the  Guide, 
paragraph 6.9)  are  admissible  in  the  United Kingdom  where  goods  are  sold 
against deferred payment: the buyer acquires title only when the full price has 
been paid. 
It is a condition of the validity of such clauses that they are drawn up in writing 
and  concern  specific  and  identifiable  goods.  However,  a  number  of legal 
difficulties  arise when it comes to securing title  in respect of goods that are 
resold or processed. 
8.  CONSEQUENCES OF BREACH 
Part One of the Guide points out how important it is that a subcontractor should 
be aware of  the precise extent of  the possible consequences of any breach on his 
part (paragraph 2.10).  Under the law applicable in the United Kingdom,  the 
consequences of a subcontractor's delay in performance will vary depending on 
whether or not time is stipulated to be of  the essence of the contract.  If  it is not, 
delay in performance will not be considered a breach unless the contractor has 
given specific notice to the subcontractor stipulating a reasonable period within 
which  to  discharge  his  obligations.  However,  it  is  becoming  increasingly 
common  in  industrial  subcontracting  for  a  contractor  to  specify  that 
performance in good time is an essential aspect of  the contract, so that the use of 
a clause to that effect is becoming increasingly general.  In such a case, delay in 
performance  will  automatically  constitute  a  fundamental  breach  of contract 
entitling the injured party to reject goods offered late or to claim damages.  It is 
clear that such a clause is very risky for a subcontractor, who should think hard 
before accepting it. 
In addition, under the Sale of Goods Act  1979, the purchaser generally has The 
right to repudiate the contract and to refuse the goods if there is  a  failure to 
perform  any  material  condition;  minor  breaches  of contract  (in  relation  to 
warranties), on the other hand, only confer entitlement to aamages. -65-
9.  INTEREST 
Interest is  payable in  the  event of late  payment of the  price  only if this  is 
stipulated (see Part One of the Guide, paragraph 6.8). 
10.  PRODUCT LIABILI1Y 
The Community Directive of 1985 (see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.5.5 
et seq.) was implemented in the United Kingdom by the Consumer Protection 
Act  1987, which transposes the Directive fully into United Kingdom law.  The 
United Kingdom has not exercised the option to derogate from the rule that the 
producer is  not liable  if he proves that the  state  of scientific  and technical 
knowledge at the time when he put the product into circulation was not such as 
to enable the existence of the defect to be discovered ("development risk''), and 
no ceilings are set on the producer's total liability. 
As  regards the position of subcontractors in particular, the Act faithfully takes 
over both the definition of "producer" and the exclusion of liability in the case of 
a  manufacturer or supplier of a  component or raw material  if the  defect is 
attributable entirely to the design of the product into which it was incorporated 
or to the instructions given by the manufacturer who used it. 
Where a subcontractor finds that he is jointly and severally liable, along with the 
final producer, for damage caused to a third party by a  defective product, the 
further problem arises as to how the burden of the compensation owed to the 
third party is to be apportioned between the parties jointly and severally liable 
(see Part One of the Guide, paragraphs 8.3, 8.8 and 8.9).  Under the Directive 
(Article 5),  the rights of contribution or recourse continue to be governed by 
domestic law:  in the United Kingdom, the courts will  make an apportionment 
between  those  jointly  and  severally  liable,  but they  will  accept  contractual 
clauses between the parties which lay the burden of compensating an injured 
third party on one of them and thus, for example, on the subcontractor, who will 
usually be the weaker.  The subcontractor should therefore try to insert into the 
contract a  clause specifying that he is  entitled to be fully indemnified by the 
contractor for damage resulting from a design defect in the final product. Eastern Europe and the USSR 
THE CHALLENGE OF FREEDOM 
GILES MERRITT 
---~RN  •UR«»P• ·  ·-- ............. 
The  sparks  of  unrest 
that leapt from Berlin in 
November  1989  to 
Moscow's  Red  Square 
in  August  1991  are 
firing  an  explosion  of 
political  and  economic 
change.  Out  of  the 
ashes of Communism is 
emerging  the  shape  of 
a  vast  new  European 
market-place  stretching 
from  the Atlantic to  the Pacific. 
In  his  fascinating  account  of 
Europe's  fast-changing  East-West 
relationships,  Giles  Merritt  argues 
that a massive rescue operation must 
be  mounted to  ensure the success of 
these changes. The upheaval of Com-
munism's  collapse  is  'The challenge 
of freedom'. 
Written  with  the  cooperation  and 
support  of  the  European  Commis-
sion, this book sets out to identify the 
key  policy  areas  where  a  new  part-
nership  is  being  forged  between  the 
countries  of  Eastern  and  Western 
Europe.  It  offers  a  privileged insight 
into the current thinking of European 
256  pp.  - Pnce: ECU  14.30  ( excludmg  VAT  J 
CM-71-91-655-EN-C 
Community officials, poli-
ticians  and  industrial 
leaders,  and  analyses 
the  factors  that  will 
determine  whether  the 
emerging  market  econ-
omies of Eastern Europe 
can  truly  be  absorbed 
into  a  single  European 
economy. 
Immensely readable and 
often disturbing, this important book 
contains  much  up-to-date  and  hith-
erto  unpublished  information  on 
such major East-West problem areas 
as  energy,  environmental  control, 
immigration, trade relations, agricul-
ture and investment. It also examines 
the  arguments  surrounding  a  'Mar-
shall  Plan'  for  Eastern  Europe  that 
would  emulate  the  famous  US  aid 
programme that helped  relaunch  the 
economies of Western Europe in  the 
aftermath of World War II. 
For  anyone  concerned  about  the 
future  of  Eastern  Europe  and  the 
USSR,  whether  from  a  political, 
social  or  economic  standpoint,  this 
book is  essential  reading. 
22/0ti/92 Bulletin 
of the European 
Communities 
The Bulletin of the European  Communities, which is issued  10 times a 
year  (monthly,  except  for  the  January/February  and  July/August 
double issues), is an official reference publication covering all spheres 
of Community activity. 
It is compact, easy to consult (with an index and copious references to 
the  Official  Journal and to previous issues),  logically structured (to 
reflect the main fields of Community policy) and wholly reliable. The 
Bulletin is an essential reference tool, describing the passage of Com-
munity legislation through all its stages from presentation of a pro-
posal by the Commission to final enactment by the Council. 
Thanks to its topical commentaries on the month's major events,  it 
provides  the  student  of European  integration  and other interested 
readers with up-to-date and accurate information about the most re-
cent developments in Community policy - the creation of a  single 
market,  economic  and social  integration,  the  Community's  role  in 
international affairs, etc. 
Supplements to the Bulletin are published from time to time, contain-
ing important background material on significant issues  of the day. 
Recent Supplements have covered German unification, the Commis-
sion's  programme for  1992  and European industrial policy  for  the 
1990s. 
The  Bulletin  and its  Supplements  are  produced  by  the  Secretariat-
General of the Commission, 200 rue de la Loi, B-1 049 Brussels, in the 
nine official languages of the Community, and can be ordered from the 
Community sales agents. 
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to gM olfflct to  tho White Paper 
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of tho Internal Market 
- at30 Aprl11111 
The Community database focusing on the obiectives and the 
social dimension of the single market 
As a  practical guide to the single  market, INF092 contains vital infor-
mation for all those determined to be ready for 1992. 
INF092 is  really a simple market scoreboard, recording the state of play 
on  the  stage-by-stage  progress  of Commission  proposals  up  to  their 
adoption  by  the  Council,  summarizing  each  notable  development and 
placing it in context, and keeping track of the transposition of directives 
into Member States' national legislation. 
Using INF092 is simplicity itself. It can be consulted on-screen by means 
of a wide range of everyday equipment connected to specialized data-relay 
networks. Fast transmission, the virtually instant updating facility (several 
times  a  day,  if necessary)  and  dialogue  procedures  requiring  no prior 
training make INF092 ideal for the general public as well as for business 
circles and the professions. 
The  system  offers  easy  access  to  information  thanks to  the  choice  of 
menus available and to the logical presentation modelled on the structure 
of the White  Paper,  the Social Charter and the decision-making process 
within the institutions. 
Enquiries may also be made to the Commission Offices in  the Member 
States or- for small businesses- the Euro-Info Centres now open in  all 
regions of the Community. 
Eurobases Helpdesk  {  Tel.:  (32-2) 235 00 03 
Fax :  (32-2) 236 06 24 
,S/07112 Official Journal of the European Communities 
DIRECTORY 
OF COMMUNITY LEGISLATION IN  FORCE 
and other acts of the Community institutions 
The  Community's  legal  system  is  of direct  concern  to  the 
individual citizen as much as to the Member States themselves. 
Both lawyers and non-lawyers, then, need to be familiar not just 
with national law, but also with Community legislation, which 
is  implemented, applied or interpreted by  national law  and in 
some cases takes precedence over it. 
To make Community legislation more accessible to the public, 
the · Commission  of  the  European  Communities 
publi~hes  a  Directory,  updated  twice  a  year, 
covenng: 
- binding  instruments  of  secondary  legislation 
arising out of the Treaties establishing the three 
Communities  (regulations,  decisions,  directives, 
etc.); 
- other legislation (internal agreements, etc.); 
- agreements  between  the Communities and non-
member countries. 
Each entry in  the Directory gives  the number and 
title of the instrument, together with a reference to 
the Official Journal in which it is to be found. Any 
amending instruments are also  indicated,  with  the 
appropriate references in each case. 
The  legislation  is  classified  by  subject  matter. 
Instruments  classifiable  in  more  than one  subject 
area appear under each of the headings concerned. 
The  Directory  proper (Vol.  I)  is  accompanied  by 
1 064 pp. - ECU 83 
ISBN 92-77-77093-7 (Volume I) 
ISBN 92-77-77094-5 (Volume II) 
ISBN 92-77-77095-3 (Volume I and II) 
FX-86-91-001-EN-C 
FX-86-91-002-EN-C 
two  indexes  (Vol.  II),  one  chronological  by 
document number and the other alphabetical by  keyword. 
The Directory is  available in  the nine official languages of the 
Community. 
15/07112 EUROPEAN 
ECONOMY 
European  Economy  appears  four  times  a 
year, in March, May, July and November. 
It  contains  important  reports  and  com-
munications from  the Commission to the 
Council  and  to  Parliament  on  the 
economic  situation  and developments,  as 
well  as  on  the  borrowing  and  lending 
activities  of the Community. In addition, 
European  Economy  presents  reports  and 
studies on problems concerning economic 
policy. 
Two  supplements  accompany  the  main 
periodical: 
- Series  A  - 'Economic  trends'  appears 
monthly except in August and describes 
with  the  aid  of tables  and graphs  the 
most  recent  trends  of industrial  pro-
duction,  consumer  prices,  unemploy-
ment,  the  balance  of trade,  exchange 
rates, and other indicators. This supple-
ment  also  presents  the  Commission 
staffs  macroeconomic  forecasts  and 
Commission  communications  to  the 
Council on economic policy. 
- Series  B - 'Business  and  consumer 
survey results' gives the main results of 
opinion  surveys  of  industrial  chief 
executives  (orders,  stocks,  production 
outlook, etc.) and of consumers (econ-
omic  and  financial  situation  and 
outlook,  etc.)  in  the  Community,  and 
other business cycle  indicators. It also 
appears monthly, with the exception of 
August. 
Unless  otherwise  indicated,  the  texts  are 
published  under the  responsibility  of the 
Directorate-General  for  Economic  and 
Financial Affairs of the Commission of the 
European Communities, 200 rue de la Loi, 
B-1 049  Brussels, to which enquiries other 
than  those  related  to  sales  and  sub-
scriptions should be addressed. 
Subscription terms are shown on the back 
cover and the addresses of the sales offices 
are shown on the third page of the cover. 
15{07!92 Success in business 
depends on the decisions you make ... 
which depend on the information you receive 
Make sure  that your decisions  are  based  on information  that is 
accurate and complete! 
In a period of rapid adjustment, with national economies merging 
into a single European economy under the impetus of 1992, reliable 
information on the performance of specialized industry sectors is 
essential to suppliers, customers, bankers and policymakers. 
Small and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, need easy access 
to information. 
The market must be defined, measured and recorded. Information 
is  needed  on  production  capacities,  bottlenecks,  future  develop-
ments, etc. 
Panorama of EC industry 1991-1992 
Current situation and outlook for 180 sectors 
of manufacturing and service industries 
in the European Community 
I 400 pp.• ECU 110  •  ISBN 92-826-3103-6 •  C0-60-90-321-EN-C 
15107/92 OFFICE FOR OFFICIAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES 
2.  rue Merc•er- L-2985 Luxembourg [Tel  (352) 499 28-1) 
15  07  9.1 ENERGY 
A CHALLENGE FOR EUROPE AND THE WORLD 
Since  it  first  appeared  in  1985  Energy  in  Europe  has  become  recognized  as  an 
invaluable source of information on both the policy-making and the operational 
aspects  of European  Community  energy  policy.  Subscribers  include  leaders  of 
energy-consuming  and  energy-producing  industries  and other decision-makers  in 
the private and public sectors, as well  as major consultancies and research institutes 
in and outside the Community. 
In the present situation within the Community, itself at the eve of the single market, 
and vis-a-vis the huge energy problems, as well  as the potential, of our neighbours 
in  Central and Eastern Europe and in  the Commonwealth of Independent States, 
the energy sector is  of the greatest strategic importance. An understanding of it is 
indispensable in many areas of economic activity. It also constitutes a crucial factor 
within a  debate of truly global importance, namely the protection of the environ-
ment, including the global warming issue. 
Energy in  Europe continues to keep its readers abreast of the ongoing situation as 
regards overall policy, markets. energy planning, and the constant quest for cleaner 
and more efficient energy technology. 
Market trends and pl'!Spectives are covered in two regular issues each year, and also 
in a Short-term energy outlook appearing in the first half of the year and an Annual 
energy review  at the end of the year which includes the world energy situation by 
region  including  EC  Member  States,  the  short-term  energy  outlook  for  the 
Community,  and  a  review  of trends  in  main  indicators  over  10  years.  Further 
Special Issues are also produced in connection with major developments or events, 
including international conferences on or relevant to the energy sector. 
Energy in  Europe appears in  English but each issue also contains translations into 
French, German or Spanish of articles from  the preceding issue. 
15 07'92 Also available: 
Treaty on European Union 
253 pp. •  ECU 9 •  ISBN 92-824-0959-7 •  RX-73-92-796-EN-C 
Conradh ar an Aontas Eorpach 
253  pp. •  ECU 9 •  ISBN 92-824-0964-3 •  RX-73-92-796-GA-C 
National implementing measures to give  effect to the White Paper 
of the Commission on the completion of the internal market 
Situation at 31  October 1991 
270 pp.  •  ECU 29  •  ISBN 92-826-3386-1  •  CM-72-91-584-EN-C 
Reports of Commission Decisions relating to competition -
1989/1990 
247  pp.  •  ECU 12  •  ISBN 92-826-3868-5  •  CV-73-92-772-EN-C 
A common market for services - Banking • Insurance • Transactions  in 
securities  •  Transport  services  •  New  technologies  and services  •  Capital 
movements • Free  movement of  labour and the professions 
(Completing the internal market- Volume  1) 
169 pp. •  ECU 17  •  ISBN 92-826-3566-X •  C0-62-91-001-EN-C 
The elimination of frontier controls - Control of  goods • Control 
of  individuals •  Value-added tax • Excise duties 
(Completing the internal market - Volume 2) 
88  pp.  •  ECU 17  •  ISBN 92-826-3573-2  •  C0-62-91-002-EN-C 
Conditions for business cooperation - Company law  • Intellectual 
property • Company taxation - Public procurement 
(Completing the internal market - Volume 3) 
86 pp. •  ECU 17  •  ISBN 92-826-3583-X •  C0-62-91-003-EN-C 
Community  social  policy  - Labour  market  •  Employment  and pay  • 
Improved living and working conditions • Free movement of  workers • Social 
protection • Freedom of  association and collective bargaining· Information, 
consultation and participation of  employees • Equal treatment for men and 
women  •  Vocational  training  •  Health  and safety at  work  •  Rights  and 
protection of children  and adolescents •  The  elderly •  The  disabled 
(Completing the internal market- Volume 6) 
308  pp. •  ECU 34 •  ISBN 92-826-3609-7  •  C0-62-91-006-EN-C 
15!07192 The current situation, evolution and future prospects 
for agriculture in Yugoslavia 
128  pp. •  ECU 12  •  ISBN 92-826-3485-X  •  CM-72-91-899-EN-C 
A practical guide to cross-border cooperation 
112  pp.  •  ECU 10  •  ISBN 92-826-3143-5  •  CT-70-91-992-EN-C 
1992: a pivotal year (address by Jacques Delors, President of the 
Commission, to the European Parliament)- From the Single Act to 
Maastricht and  beyond:  the means to  match our ambitions - The 
Commission's programme for  1992 
Supplement 1/92 - Bull.  EC 
45  pp.  •  ECU 5 •  ISBN 92-826-3841-3 * CM-NF-92-001-EN-C 
The single  financial  market, Dominique SERVAIS •  Second edition 
61  pp.  •  ECU 8 •  ISBN 92-826-0256-7 * CB-58-90-473-EN-C 
The creation of the internal market in  insurance,  Bill  POOL 
126  pp.  •  ECU 10.50  •  ISBN  92-826-0246-X •  CB-58-90-336-EN-C 
The Community legal order, Jean-Victor LOUIS 
Second,  completely revised edition 
200  pp.  •  ECU  10.50 •  ISBN 92-826-1665-7  •  CB-56-89-392-EN-C 
European Economy- No 35- The economics of 1992 
222  pp.  •  ECU  16  •  ISSN 0379-0991  •  CB-AR-88-035-EN-C 
European Economy - No 40 - Horizontal mergers and competition 
policy in the European Community 
98  pp. •  ECU  16  •  ISSN  0379-0991  •  CB-AR-89-040-EN-C 
European Economy - No 43  - Economic transformation in 
Hungary and  Poland 
218  pp.  •  ECU  18  •  ISSN  0379-0991  •  CB-AR-89-043-LN-C 
European Economy - No 44 - One market, one  money -
An  evaluation of the potential benefits and  costs of forming  an 
economic and monetary union 
351  pp.  •  ECU 18  •  ISSN  0379-0991  •  CB-AR-90-044-EN-C 
15 107!92 European Economy - The economics of EMU - Background studies 
for  European  Economy No 44 'One market, one money' 
Special edition No  1 - 1991 
248  pp.  •  ECU 18  •  ISBN 92-826-1996-6  •  CM-60-90-208-EN-C 
European  Economy- No 45  -Stabilization, liberalization and 
devolution - Assessment of the  economic situation and  reform 
process in  the  Soviet Union 
191  pp.  •  ECU  18  •  ISSN 0379-0991  •  CB-AR-90-045-EN-C 
European  Economy - No 4 7 - Developments on  the  labour  market 
in  the  Community - Results  of a survey  covering employers 
and  employees 
Quest - A macroeconomic model  for  the  countries of the  European 
Community  as part  of the  world  economy 
239  pp.  •  ECU 20  •  ISSI\:  0379-0991  •  CM-AR-91-047-EN-C 
European Economy- No 48-Fair competition in the internal market: 
Community  State-aid  policy  - The  ecu  and  its  role  in  the  process 
towards  monetary  union 
151  pp.  •  ECU 20  •  ISSN  0379-0991  •  CM-AR-91-048-EN-C 
European  Economy - The  path of reform  in  Central and 
Eastern Europe - Special edition  No 2- 1991 
306  pp.  •  ECU 20  •  ISBN 92-826-2754-3  •  CM-71-91-009-EN-C 
European industrial  polk~ for  the  1990s  Supplement 3 '91  - Bull  EC 
54  pp  •  ECL:  4 25  •  ISB'\  92-~26-2720-9 •  CM-NF-91-003-El'-C 
RemO\al  of ta"  o~tacle<. tn  the  cros,-frontier acti>ities of companies - Supplement  4 91  - Bull  EC 
67  pp  •  ECL 4 25  •  ISB~ 92-821>-3025-0  •  CM-!'<F-91-004-E~-C 
AudiO\isual  production in  the 'lin!!le  marl..et.  Matteo MAGGIORE 
206  pp  •  ECL  10  50  •  ISB'\  '12-g2o-U26g-O  •  CB-sg-90-481-E~-C 
Telecommunication' in  Europe.  Herbert  Ul'GERER \\llh  the collahllrdlion of :'\Jchol&,  P  COSTELLO 
Rn11nl edu  toll  I 'NO 
25~ pp  •  ECL  10  •  ISB'\  '12-g26-l640-l  •  CM-59-90-346-E~-C 
European  Econom~ - :So  50  - Annual  Economic  Report  1991-92 - Stren~heninl! l!ro"th and  imprO\·ing  converl!ence 
2g5  pp  •  ECL 20  •  ISS'\ 0.\7'1-0'1'11  •  CM-AR-91-050-E~-C 
European  Econom~ - SocJJI  Europe - The impact of the  internal marl..et  b~  indu~trial .ector: the  challenge for  the 
\tember !-.tales - Spe< wl cdlllon - l99tl 
340  pp  •  ECL1  I~ •  ISB'\ 42-X26-IgiX-8  •  CM-59-90-887-E~-C 
Social  Europe 3/91  - Equal  opportunities for  "omen and  men 
202  pp  •  ECU  18  •  ISS~ 0255-0776  •  CE-AA-91-003-E!\-C 
Guide  to the  reform of the  C  ommunit~  ·~ structural F und• 
104  pp  •  ECL  11.25  •  ISB:".  92-82n-0029-7  •  CB-56-89-223-E!\-C 
The European Communities in  the international order. Jean GROUX dnd  Philippe  MA~I:\ 
163  pp  •  ECL  5.25  •  ISB'\ 92-825-5137-7  •  CB-40-84-206-E!\-C 
15 01  9:? 'ne rigbiS of working women  ia tile Europeu COIIIIIIIIIIity,  Eve  C.  LANDAU 
244  pp.  •  ECU 5.25  •  ISBN 92-825-5341-8  •  CB-43-85-741-EN-C 
Lawyers ia tile Europeaa Commuaity 
293  pp. •  ECU  15.48  •  ISBN 92-825-6978-0 •  CB-48-87-290-EN-C 
Earopeu Economy - No 36 - Creatioa of a  Europeaa finaacial area - Liberalizatioa of capital 1110vemeats 
aad  r....aa~ iategratioa ia tile Commu.aity 
212  pp.  •  ECU 16  •  ISSN 0379-0991  •  CB-AR-88-036-EN-C 
Social Europe - 'ne social dimemion of tile iatemal market - Special edition 
115  pp.  •  ECU 4.20 •  ISBN 92-825-8256-6 •  CB-PP-88-005-EN-C 
ladividual choice ud lligller growth - Tbe aiJII  of coDSUmer  policy  ia tile siagle market 
Eamonn LAWLOR •  Second edition 
72  pp.  •  ECU 8 •  ISBN 92-826-0087-4 •  CB-56-89-869-EN-C 
1992: tbe Europeaa social dimension,  Patrick VENTURINI 
119  pp.  •  ECU 9.75  •  ISBN 92-825-8703-7  •  CB-PP-88-805-EN-C 
Tbe European Monetary System - Origins, operatiOD  and outlook 
Jacques van YPERSELE with the cooperation of Jean-Claude KOEUNE •  New  editwn  (m preparation) 
1992  and  beyood, John PALMER 
95  pp.  •  ECU 8 •  ISBN 92-826-0088-2  •  CB-56-89-861-EN-C 
From EMS to monetary union,  Jean-Victor LOUIS 
65  pp.  •  ECU 8.25  •  ISBN  92-826-0067-X •  CB-58-90-231-EN-C 
Research on tile •  cost of non-Europe' - Bas1c  findmgs 
Volume  I  - Basic studies: Executive summaries 
578  pp.  •  ECU 53.25  •  ISBN  92-825-8605-7  •  CB-PP-88-Bl4-EN-C 
Volume  2 - Studies on  tbe economics of integration 
652  pp.  •  ECU 57  •  ISBN 92-825-8616-2  •  CB-PP-88-Cl4-EN-C 
Volume  3 - Tbe completion of tbe internal market: 
A survey of Europeaa iadustry's perception of tbe likely effects 
309 pp.  •  ECU 25.50  •  ISBN 92-825-8610-3  •  CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  4  - Tbe 'cost of non-Europe': 
Border-related controls and administrative formalities -
An  illustration in  tbe road baulage sector 
280 pp.  •  ECU 22.50  •  ISBN 92-825-8618-9  •  CB-PP-88-El4-EN-C 
Volume  5  (Parts A  +  B) 
Tbe 'cost of non-Europe' ia  public-!lector  procurement 
Part A: 552 pp.  •  ISBN 92-825-8646-4 •  CB-Pl-88-Fl4-EN-C 
Part B: 278  pp.  •  ISBN 92-825-8647-2  •  CB-P2-88-Fl4-EN-C 
Parts A  +  B: ECU 120  •  ISBN 92-825-8648-0 
Volume  6 - Technical barriers in tbe EC: An  illustration by  six industries 
Tbe •  cost of non-Europe': Some Clllle studies on technical  barriers 
242  pp.  •  ECU 21  •  ISBN 92-825-8649-9 •  CB-PP-88-Gl4-EN-C 
Volume  7 - Tbe 'cost of non-Europe': Obstacles to transborder business activity 
154  pp. •  ECU  12.75  •  ISBN  92-825-8638-3  •  CB-PP-88-Hl4-EN-C 
Volume  8 - Tbe 'cost of non-Europe' for business services 
140  pp. •  ECU 13.50  •  ISBN 92-825-8637-5  •  CB-PP-88-114-EN-C 
Volume  9 - The 'cost of non-Europe' in  fiuaacial services 
494 pp.  •  ECU  120  •  ISBN 92-825-8636-7  •  CB-PP-88-Jl4-EN-C 
Volume  I  0  - Tbe benefits of completing the internal market for telecommunication 
services equipment in  tbe Community 
197  pp.  •  ECU  17.25  •  ISBN 92-825-8650-2  •  CB-PP-88-Kl4-EN-C 
Volume  11  - Tbe EC 92 automobile sector 
350 pp. •  ECU 27.75  •  ISBN 92-825-8619-7 •  CB-PP-88-Ll4-EN-C 
Volume  12  (Parts A  + B) 
Tbe 'cost of non-Europe' ia tbe foodstuffs  industry 
Part A: 424 pp. •  ISBN 92-825-8642-1  •  CB-Pl-88-Ml4-EN-C 
Part B:  328  pp. •  ISBN 92-825-8643-X •  CB-P2-88-Ml4-EN-C 
Parts A  +  B: ECU 120  •  ISBN 92-825-8644-8 
Volume  13  - «Le co41t  de Ia  non-Europe» des  prnduiiS de  coustrvc:tioa 
168  pp. •  ECU  14.25  •  ISBN 92-825-8631-6  •  CB-PP-88-Nl4-FR-C 
t5/07112 Volume 14- ·~COlt  of non-Europe' in  tbe textile-clothing iod!Mry 
256  pp.  •  ECU 21.75  •  ISBN 92-825-8641-3  •  CB-PP-88-014-EN-C 
Volume  15  - 'The COlt of non-Europe' in tbe pbannaceotical industry 
182  pp. •  ECU  13.50  •  ISBN 92-825-8632-4 •  CB-PP-88-PI4-EN-C 
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